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The ‘‘Shintani Cocyle’’ 8r is further investigated under three headings. Firstly,
a precise link with partial ‘-values is given and non-triviality results are deduced
for cocycles specializing 8r . Secondly, a cohomologous ‘‘deformation’’ 9 of 8
(related to cocycles of Scezch and Stevens) is studied by means of explicit formulae.
Thirdly, another deformation ( (&) is considered from a p-adic viewpoint and shown
to be interpolable. Applications are given to the construction of p-adic partial
‘-functions.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This article is the sequel to [So2] and continues our exploration of the
links between Dedekind sums, special values of partial zeta-functions and
certain 1-cocycles on the group PGL2(Q). In the introduction to our pre-
vious paper we summarized the historical evolution of this circle of ideas
and noted that appropriate cocycles were first described by Stevens and
Sczech, both of whom constructed them by analytic, though different,
methods. (See [St, Sc1].) We then gave a new and elementary algebraic
construction of another 1-cocycle of similar type. Its values are naturally
expressed in terms of 2-variable formal power-series or, to be more precise,
in terms of certain quotients of such power-series having homogeneous
polynomials as denominators. (The precise definitions will be recalled in
Section 2.3.) By giving explicit formulae for these quotients, we established
their connection with some generalized Dedekind sums introduced by
Halbritter and recovered the reciprocity laws for the latter that were
originally proven by him in [Hal].
A major theme of the present article is the link between the Shintani
cocycle and the values at s=0, &1, &2, ... of ‘K (s, c), the complex partial
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zeta-function of a ray-class c over a real quadratic field K. Section 2 begins
by making this link precise. The main technical ingredient that we require
is provided by Shintani’s formulae (adapted from [Sh]). We do, however,
go to some lengths to construct a formal framework around these equa-
tions in order to heighten the visibility of certain ‘‘structural’’ phenomena
which occur on both sides. Two examples of such phenomena are the dis-
tribution properties of partial ‘-values on the one hand and on the other,
those of functions on (RZ)2 which are themselves the values of the cocycle.
Another part of our formalism involves writing Shintani’s formulae in
terms of certain linear operators V (m)K (m=0, 1, 2, ...). The input to each
V (m)K consists of a pair (8, c) where 8 lies in a certain group of 1-cocycles
on GL2(Z) and c is a ray-class for K. The output V (m)K (8, c) is a real number
with the following properties:
(i) if 8 is a coboundary then V (m)K (8, c)=0 for all c; and
(ii) if 8 is the restriction to GL2(Z) of the 2m th homogeneous part
of the Shintani cocycle, then V (m)K (8, c)=‘K (&m, c).
(In order to remain strictly accurate, statement (ii) needs slight modifica-
tion in the case m=0. Details, definitions, and further properties of these
operators can be found in Theorem 2.1.) The potential for interplay between
properties (i) and (ii) provides the motivation for the rest of the paper.
In Section 3 we use the analytic fact that ‘K (&m, c) is non-zero to
conclude that the Shintani cocycle cannot be trivial (i.e., it is not a coboun-
dary). In fact, stronger results follow from the non-vanishing of the L-func-
tions attached to certain ray-class characters, namely the non-triviality of
whole families of cocycles obtained by specializing each homogeneous piece
of the Shintani cocycle.
The logical direction of this argument is, in a sense, reversed in Section 4:
Since V (m)K is linear, one can alter the Shintani cocycle by adding a coboundary
and still use it to generate the partial ‘-values. Two such cohomologous altera-
tions (or ‘‘deformations’’) are described. The first is studied in Subsection 4.1
and is denoted 9 . Its values, 9(A) for A # GL2(Q), have the virtue of
being essentially power-series-valued distributions on (RZ)2, the polyno-
mial denominators having all but disappeared (although not quite). However,
unlike the Shintani cocycle, 9 is not ‘‘parabolic.’’ (For the meaning of this
term as used in this paper, see Remark 1.) On the other hand, the cocycle
9 is very closely related to the cocycles of Stevens and Sczech mentioned
above. The connections are made precise in an appendix to the present
paper.
Our second deformation ((v) lies in a family parametrized by v # RZ.
Unfortunately, ((v) (A) lacks the distribution property as a function on
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(RZ)2 and for related reasons can only be defined for A # GL2(Z). It is
also further from being power-series-valued than 9(A). The second of
these two defects can however be correctedand ((v) thus ‘‘smoothed’’
by the application of a certain linear operator on cocycles, denoted S*d , for
any integer d{0. Both defects are compensated by the improved p-adic
behavior of S*d(
(v)
 as compared to 9 , although this only becomes
apparent in the following section.
Section 5, therefore, is devoted to p-adic interpolation. The first task is to
define what it means for a ( p-adic valued) measure on Z2p to interpolate a
sequence of (homogeneous, 2-variable) polynomial-valued cocycles on
SL2(Z). We then use the correspondence between measures and certain
power-series to interpolate sequences of this type which we obtain from
S*d(
(v)
 (for v # QZ) by specialization procedures similar to those of
Section 3. For such interpolations to exist, the parameters v and d
must still be chosen appropriately, and for some specializations an addi-
tional ‘‘scaling factor’’ is necessary. All these requirements appear quite
natural in context and the resulting measures have interesting restriction
properties.
In the last section, Section 6, we return to ‘-values. Largely thanks to
(i) and (ii) above, the 2m th homogeneous part of the deformed (and
smoothed!) cocycle S*d(
(v)
 still evaluates (d
&2m&d 2) ‘K (&m, c). This
means that the p-adic interpolation of Section 5 gives a new and quick
method of constructing the p-adic analogues of ‘K (s, c) and the associated
L-functions. The original construction of p-adic L-functions over a real-
quadratic field was given by Coates and Sinnott and made use of Siegel’s
formulae for ‘-values (see [C-S1, Si]). The one given in Section 6, relying
as it does on the formulae of Shintani, should be regarded rather as a
variant of Pi. Cassou-Nogue s’ construction in its measure-theoretic formu-
lation due to Katz (see [CN, Ka]). The main difference lies in the p-adic
smoothing techniques employed: what Katz calls the ‘‘trick of Cassou
Nogue s’’ calls for auxiliary prime ideals in the totally real field K in ques-
tion (quadratic in our case). Their existence is deduced from C8 ebotarev’s
Theorem. Our approach to smoothing, via ( (v) and S*d , is therefore more
explicit. It also fits, as we have shown, into a more general framework of
the p-adic interpolation of cocycles on SL2(Z), independently of the choice
of quadratic field K.
For the future, one hope is that the Shintani cocycle can be generalized,
like Sczech’s, to dimensions greater than 2 (see [Sc2]). If so, and if the
results of this paper also generalize, then they should prove applicable to
partial ‘-functions over any totally real-field, as, for example, are the
results of [CN]. (Note added in proof: See [Hu], [H-S] for a 3-dimen-
sional generalization of the Shintani cocycle and some partial results in
dimensions 4 and greater).
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One notational clarification: The symbol ‘‘N’’ will always denote the set
[0, 1, 2, ...] of non-negative integers while the set N"[0] of positive integers
will be denoted ‘‘Z+ .’’
I thank Glenn Stevens for raising the question of the p-adic interpolation
of the Shintani cocycle and of his own, as well as for discussions concerning
the comparison of his cocycles with 9 . I am also grateful to the anonymous
referee for some calculations clarifying the comparison of cocycles which
have been included in the Appendix.
2. RAY-CLASS ZETA-VALUES FROM THE SHINTANI COCYCLE
2.1. Shintani ’s Formula for Sector ‘-Functions
A ‘‘sector ‘-function’’ ‘(4, x, r, s; s) is a function of a single complex
variable s, with additional parameters 4, x, r, and s. Here and in much of
what follows we shall be using notation introduced in [So2] to which the
reader should refer for additional comment. We recall, for example, that
the parameter 4 refers to a lattice in R2, x to a class in R24, and that r
and s are two elements of P+(Q4) :=(Q4"[0])Q_+ envisaged as ‘‘4-rational
rays’’ in the real plane. (Note that all elements of R2, Q2, etc. will be regarded
as column vectors unless explicitly stated to the contrary.) In the case
r{\s, C(r, s) will denoted the half-open, positive, real cone (or sector)
on r and s, that is: C(r, s) :=(R_+r+R
_
+s) _ R
_
+r/(R
_
+)
2 and for any
r # r & 4{< and s # s & 4{< we shall write P(r, s) for the half-open
parallelogram [+r+&s: +, & # R, 0<+1, 0&<1]/C(r, s). We now
suppose that the rays lie in the first quadrant, in other words that r, s, and
hence also C(r, s), are contained in (R_+)
2. If also r{s, we then define the
sector ‘-function by
‘(4, x, r, s; s) := :
a # x & C(r, s)
1
(Na)s
(1)
for s # C and Re(s)>1. Here Na denotes a1a2 , for any a=(
a1
a2
) # R2. Ignor-
ing questions of convergence for the moment, there is a clear parallel
between this function and the ‘‘generating function’’ P (4, x, r, s; z) which
was defined in [So2] as an element of the fraction field R((z))=R((z1 , z2))
of the power-series ring R[[z1 , z2]]. The precise definition of this latter
function will be recalled below but the ‘‘meaningless identity’’ (2) of loc.
cit., expresses the fact that it can be formally obtained by replacing 1(Na)s
in the above sum over x & C(r, s) by the power-series ez } a. In making sense
of this sum it was noted that the cone C(r, s) can be decomposed as the
disjoint union of the translates of P(r, s) by the elements of Nr+Ns for
any r # r & 4 and s # s & 4. This same observation clearly allows us to
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rewrite the sector ‘-function as a finite sum of simpler Dirichlet series of a
type treated (in much greater generality) in [Sh]:
‘(4, x, r, s; s)= :
a # x & P(r, s)
:
m, n # N
1
(N(a+nr+ms))s
. (2)
In order to state Shintani’s results as applied to these series we let K be a
field with char(K){2 and, as in [So2] (for K=R), we define K((z)hd to
be the K-subalgebra of K((z)) consisting of those elements which admit a
homogeneous polynomial as denominator. If F=GH lies in K((z)hd then
clearly F(t1 , t1 t2) and F(t1 t2 , t2) are elements of K((t1 , t2)) admitting
monomial denominators and it therefore makes sense to define, as in
[So1], a linear operator 2(m): K((z))hd  K for each m # N by setting, for
all F # K((z))hd,
2(m)F := 12 (m !)
2__\ Laurent coefficientof t2m1 tm2 in F(t1 , t1t2)++\
Laurent coefficient
of tm1 t
2m
2 in F(t1t2 , t2)+& .
The ‘‘w th homogeneous part’’ Fw of F # K((z))hd can be defined for any
w # Z in an obvious way (see [So2]). If F lies in K[[z]] then Fw lies in
K[z]w (homogeneous polynomials of degree w, together with 0). In
general, Fw is an element of the infinite dimensional subspace of K((z))hd
consisting of the homogeneous rational functions of degree w, together
with 0. This will be denoted K(z)w . The following facts concerning 2(m)
follow from the definitions.
Lemma 2.1. Let F=F(z1 , z2) be any element of K((z))hd. Then for any
m # N we have
(i) 2(m)F(z2 , z1)=2(m)F ;
(ii) 2(m)F(:1 z1 , :2 z2)=(:1 :2)m 2(m)F for all :1 , :2 # K_ ;
(iii) 2(m)F depends only on F2m , in fact
2(m)F=2(m)F2m=(m !)2__ Laurent coefficient of t
m in
1
2 (F2m(1, t)+F2m(t, 1)) # K((t))& ;
(iv) if F lies in K[[z]] then 2(m)F is just the constant term of
(2z1 z2)m F.
(Part (iv) can be generalized: The operator 2z1 z2 extends to K((z))hd
by the ‘‘quotient rule’’ and we leave it as an exercise to show that 2(m)=
2(m&1) b 2z1 z2 . Iterating and using part (iii) gives the formula 2(m)F=
2(0)((2z1 z2)m F2m).) In view of these various descriptions of 2(m), the
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following result can reasonably be said to give a ‘‘generating function’’ for
the special values of the individual Dirichlet series in (2) (we take K=R).
Proposition 2.1 (Shintani). Suppose that a, r and s are vectors in
(R_+)
2 such that a=*r++s with *, +0, (*, +){(0, 0). Then the Dirichlet
series m, n # N 1(N(a+nr+ms))s converges absolutely for all s # C with
Re(s)>1. It has a meromorphic continuation to all of C whose value at &m
equals 2(m)(ea } z(1&er } z)), for each m # N.
This proposition is a special case of Shintani’s Proposition 1 in [Sh]
except that for him * and + must be strictly positive real numbers. It
appears nevertheless that this condition can be weakened to the one we
have given here without affecting the validity of his proof. Even without
doing so however, the above result actually follows from Shintani’s as was
explained in [So1, Remark 2.2]. Note that the generating function za } z
(1&er } z)(1&es } z) does indeed lie in R((z))hd and that the absolute conver-
gence justifies rearrangements such as (2). Since P (4, x, r, s; z) was defined
in [So2] to be precisely finite the sum a # x & P(r, s) ea } z(1&er } z)(1&es } z)
(which is independent of the choice of r and s), Eq. (2) gives the
Corollary 2.1. For any 4, x and distinct rays r and s lying in (R_+)
2,
the sector ‘-function ‘(4, x, r, s; s) defined by (1) converges absolutely for
Re(s)>1 and extends meromorphically to C. We have
‘(4, x, r, s; &m)=2(m)P (4, x, r, s; z)2m \m # N.
2.2. Ray-Class ‘-Functions
The arithmetically significant functions which motivate our study of
‘(4, x, r, s; s) are the partial zeta-functions attached to elements of ray-
class groups of a real quadratic field. We review some of the more or less
standard definitions and terminology concerning these groups. To start
with, a cycle (‘‘or divisor’’) m for an arbitrary number field K is a finite,
formal product of finite and real infinite places of K, with ‘‘finite part’’ m0
and ‘‘infinite part’’ m . Thus m=m0m=>p finite pnp (m) } >p real pnp (m),
where np (m) # N is zero for all but finitely many p and np (m) # [0, 1] for
p infinite and real. We shall identify finite places p with their associated
prime ideals and so also m0 with an integral ideal of O=OK . Therefore
vp (m0)=np (m) for all such places. The trivial cycle, with all exponents
zero, will therefore be denoted ‘‘O’’ or simply omitted from the notation.
The notions of divisibility, h.c.f. and l.c.m. extend from ideals to arbitrary
cycles in the obvious way. For p real we let @p denote the associated
embedding of K into R and write K _m for the subgroup [a # K
_: @p (a)>0
\p real s.t. np (m)=1] of K_. For a # K_ we say that ‘‘a is congruent to
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1 modulo m’’ (and write a#1(m)) to mean that a # K _m and vp (a&1)
vp (m0) for each finite place p dividing m0 . The principal ideals (a) :=aO for
a#1(m) form a subgroup Pm =Pm (K) of the group I$m0=I$m0 (K) of all
fractional ideals of K which are prime to m0 . The ray-class group Clm (K)
of K modulo m is defined to be the (finite) quotient group I$m0 Pm . The
symbol [I]m will be used to denote the ray-class which is the image in
Clm (K) of the fractional ideal I # I$m0 . If n is any cycle dividing m, then
there is a natural surjective homomorphism ?m, n : Clm (K)  Cln (K)
sending [I]m to [I]n . For any ray-class c # Clm (K) the partial ‘-function
‘K (s, c) of the complex variable s is given by the Dirichlet series
‘K (s, c) := :
I # |c|
1
(NI )s
, (3)
where NI=[O : I] is the absolute norm and I runs through the set |c| of
all integral ideals in I$m0 belonging to the class c. This series converges
absolutely for Re(s)>1 and ‘K (s, c) extends to a meromorphic function on
C with a unique simple pole at s=1. If n divides m and the prime factors
of m0 and n0 are the same, then I$m0=I$n0 and the following distribution
relations are clear for Re(s)>1 and extend by meromorphic continuation
to all of C:
If n | m and [p : p | m0]=[p : p | n0] then
:
?m, n (c)=b
c # Clm (K)
‘K (s, c)=‘K (s, b) \b # Cln (K). (4)
(A more complicated relation holds when the set [p : p | m0 , p |3 n0] is non-
empty.) In the case where K is real and quadratic, Siegel ([Si]) gave
explicit formulae for the values ‘K (&m, c) for m # N, showing in particular
that they are rational numbers (cf. Corollary 2.3). We shall be using the
generating functions P and hence eventually the Shintani cocycleto
calculate these ‘‘special values’’ in this case. To do so we must first rewrite
the latter in terms of appropriate sector zeta-functions ‘(4, x, r, s; s), an
essential first step whenever Shintani’s formulae are applied to partial zeta-
functions over a totally-real base field. One method, which was used by
Shintani himself in [Sh] and appears to have gained the ascendancy in the
literature, involves taking 4 to be the lattice @(m0I &1) for some ideal I # |c|
(see for example [Sh], [Hay], [St], [CN]). We shall employ a variant of
this method based on a natural ‘‘parametrization’’ of Clm (K). This has the
advantage that for fixed m, the lattice 4 can be made much less dependent
on the ray-class c, the latter corresponding more closely to the choice of the
class x modulo the lattice. In order to describe this parametrization (which
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is valid for any K) we introduce the notation T(a, J) for the primitive
a-division points of the O-module KaJ&1, for any integral ideal a and
any fractional ideal J of K : T(a, J) :=[x # KaJ&1: AnnO (x)=a]. Since
AnnO (a+aJ&1) equals aa&1J&1 & O for any a # K_, it is clear that the
class a+aJ&1 lies in T(a, J) if and only if aJ is an integral ideal prime to
a. (Note however that J itself need neither be taken integral nor prime to
a.) In particular, T(a, J)/J &1aJ &1.
Lemma 2.2 (i) x & K _m is non-empty for every x # T(m0 , J).
(ii) .
x # T(m0 , J)
[aJ: a # x & K _m]= .
c # ?&1m, m ([[J]m])
|c|.
(iii) Given x, x$ # T(m0 , J) and any two elements b # x & K _m and
b$ # x$ & K _m , we have x$=x if and only if b$b#1(m).
Proof. Part (i) is clear since @(x) is a coset of a lattice in R2 and part (ii)
is practically a restatement of the second description of T(m0 , J). As for
part (iii), x$=x is equivalent to the condition vp (b$&b)vp (m0J &1) for
all prime ideals p. If p |3 m0 this condition is automatically satisfied since
b, b$ # J&1, while if p | m0 it becomes vp (b$b&1)vp (m0(bJ)&1)=vp (m0).
K
It follows easily from the three parts of this lemma that there is a
well-defined map %m, J : T(m0 , J)  Clm (K) sending x to [aJ]m for any
a # x & K _m , and the elementary fact that |c| is non-empty for all c implies
that the image of %m, J is precisely the fibre ?&1m, m ([[J]m]) of ?m, m over
[J]m . We shall therefore say that a class c # Clm (K) ‘‘has parameters x and
J’’ (and write c=[x; J]m ) to mean that J is any fractional ideal satisfying
?m, m (c)=[J]m and x any element of T(m0 , J) such that %m, J (x)=c.
While the value of the parameter J is not unique given c, it may at least
may be made so independently of m0 if we agree always to choose J from
a pre-fixed set of representatives for Clm (K). The fibres of the map %m, J ,
and hence the freedom of choice for the parameter x, are easily determined.
Let E=E(K) denote the unit group O_ of K and Em (K) the subgroup of
units which are congruent to 1 modulo m. Thus E acts naturally on
T(m0 , J), and %m, J is clearly constant on the orbits of Em . Conversely, if
%m, J (x)=%m, J (x$) then for each a # x & K _m and a$ # x$ & K
_
m
there exist
z#1(m) and = # E such that za==a$. It follows that = lies in Em and (by
applying part (iii) of the above lemma) that =x$=x. Thus the fibres of %m, J
are precisely the orbits of Em and a further application of part (iii) shows
that the stabilizer of each x is precisely Em so that the cardinality of each
fibre equals the index [Em : Em ]. As an example, consider the special case
J=O. Then T(m0 , J) consists of those elements of Km0 which actually lie
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in the unit group (Om0)_ of the ring Om0 , and Em acts via its image
E m :=EmEm in this group. The map %m, J therefore descends to a
homomorphism % : (Om0)_E m  Clm (K) fitting into the following exact
sequence
0 
(Om0)_
E m
w%

Clm (K)  Clm(K)  0. (5)
Coming back to zeta-functions, we need to know how to recover the set |c|
from the parameter values x and J for a fixed class c=[x; J]m # Clm (K).
Lemma 2.2 part (ii) implies that the map %x sending a to aJ is a surjection
from x & K _m onto |c|. What are its fibres? Since Em stabilizes x, it acts
faithfully on x & K _m and %x is clearly constant on its orbits. One last
application of Lemma 2.2 part (iii) then shows that the fibres of %x are
precisely these orbits and this implies the following. Let H be any subgroup
of finite index in Em and RH any set of orbit-representatives for the action
of H on x & K _m . Then as a runs through RH , the ideals aJ run precisely
[Em : H] times through |c|.
We shall assume henceforth that K is a real quadratic field and write
1 and 2 for the two real infinite places associated to the embeddings @1
and @2 . We shall also be assuming that m=1 2 . As far as the calcula-
tion of partial ‘-values is concerned, this assumption that we are in the
‘‘narrow’’ case incurs no real loss of generality, by (4). The index ‘‘12 ’’
will usually be abbreviated to ‘‘+’’ in the notation so that K _+ indicates the
subgroup of totally positive elements of K_, and so on. In order to obtain
sets of representatives RH as above we consider K as embedded in R2
by the map @ :=( @1@2) and abbreviate @1(a) and @2(a) to a1 and a2 for a # K.
The action of any unit = # Em on @(x & K _+)=@(x) & (R
_
+)
2 is therefore
the restriction of its action on (R_+)
2 sending v to =v :=( =1v1=2v2) (i.e., by
‘‘translation along hyperbolas’’). Since Em is an infinite cyclic group,
each subgroup of finite index can be written H=(’) , ’{1 and it is
easily seen that fundamental domains for its actions on (R_+)
2 are given
by the half-open sectors C(Q_+v, Q
_
+ ’v) and C(Q
_
+’v, Q
_
+v) for any
v # (R_+)
2. We can therefore obtain the required set of orbit-representatives
RH by intersecting @(x) with either of these sectors. Note that for any
a=@(a) in this intersection, we have N(aJ)=(NJ) Na and that the two rays
Q_+ v and Q
_
+’v are ‘‘@(m0J
&1)-rational’’ (i.e., @(K)-rational) whenever
v # @(K _+). Hence, putting together the definitions (1) and (2) with the last
italicized statement of the preceeding paragraph, we obtain the following
expressions for ‘K (s, c) in terms of sector zeta-functions.
Proposition 2.2. Let m be a cycle for the real quadratic field K and
suppose that m=12 . Let ’ be any element of Em"[1] and c any
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element of Clm (K) with parameters x and J, i.e., c=[x; J]m for some
fractional ideal J and some x # T(m0 , J). Then, for any r # @(K _+), ‘K (s, c) is
equal to the expression ((NJ)&s[Em : (’)]) ‘(@(m0J&1), @(x), Q_+r, Q
_
+’r; s)
and also to ((NJ)&s[Em : (’)]) ‘(@(m0J&1), @(x), Q_+’r*, Q
_
+r*; s) for all s,
Re(s)>1, and hence, by meromorphic continuation, for all s # C"[1].
For every choice of ’ and r, two different formulae for ‘K (&m, c) now
result from Corollary 2.1 for each m # N, one involving 2(m)P (@(m0J&1),
@(x), Q_+ r, Q
_
+’r)2m and the other involving 2
(m)P (@(m0J&1), @(x), Q_+’r,
Q_+ r)2m . Recall that for any lattice 4, class x and r{\s # P+(Q4), the
‘‘Shintani function’’ P(4, x, r, s) # R((z))hd was defined in [So2] to be the
arithmetic mean of P (4, x, s, r) and P (4, x, r, s) multiplied by
S(r, s) :=sgn } r1r2
s1
s2 }
where ‘‘sgn’’ denotes the sign function and ( r1r2) and (
s1
s2
) are any elements
of the rays r and s respectively. (For r=\s # P+(Q4) we defined
P(4, x, r, s) to be 0). Since 2(m) is linear we can combine the two formulae
alluded to above to get
Corollary 2.2. For K, m, c=[x; J]m , ’ and r as in Proposition 2.2 and
for each m # N we have
‘K (&m, c)=
sgn(’2&’1)(NJ)m
[Em : (’)]
2(m)P(@(m0J&1), @(x), Q_+ r, Q
_
+ ’r)2m .
(6)
From now on we shall usually suppress the embedding @ from the notation
and identify K with @(K). Thus x # T(m0) will be identified with @(x)/R2 and
the latter will often be denoted x=( x1x2).
2.3. Cocycles and Zeta-Values
Explicit formulae for the Shintani functions (see [So2, Theorem 2.2])
can be used to translate the right-hand side of (6) into rather complicated
expressions for ‘K (&m, c) in terms of Dedekind-type sums involving
Bernoulli polynomials. Our present aim however is to rewrite it in terms of
the cocycle formalism introduced in loc. cit. In order to do this we must
recall some of the definitions made in that paper. Firstly, there is the
(linear, left) C-action of GL2(R) on R((z))hd defined by M C F(z) :=
sgn(det M) F(zM) (recall that z=(z1 , z2) is considered as a row-vector),
an action which clearly stabilizes the w th ‘‘homogeneous component’’ of
R((z))hd for each w # Z, namely R(z)w , the space of all homogeneous
rational functions of degree w. Let A denote either R((z))hd or R(z)w for
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some w. The abelian group of all maps from (RZ)2 to A is denoted
C((RZ)2, A) (or simply C(A) when no confusion is possible) and comes
equipped with a natural left action of the monoid GL2(Q) & M2(Z),
denoted ‘‘ } ’’, which is given by the formula
(A } g)(x) :=A C :
Ay=x
y # (RZ)2
g(y)
for all A # GL2(Q) & M2(Z) and g # C(A). In particular, if A lies in
GL2(Z) then (A } g(x))(z)=(det A) g(A&1x)(zA).
Notational Remark. For x in (RZ)2 and for A in GL2(Q) & M2(Z) but
not in GL2(Z), it is occasionally necessary to distinguish between Ax # (RZ)2
and the image of x under the isomorphism (RZ)2  (RAZ)2 induced by A.
The latter will therefore be denoted A(x), particularly when A is the scalar
matrix rI for r # Z"[0] (which we shall often denote r.)
An element g of C(A) is called a distribution if r } g= g \r # Z"[0]. Thus,
for example, if g # C(R(z)w) then we require that
g(x)=rw :
ry=x
y # (RZ)2
g(y)
for all r and all x # (RZ)2. The R-vector subspace D(A)=D((RZ)2, A)
of C(A) consisting of the distributions therefore admits an extension of the
}-action to GL2(Q) (factoring through PGL2(Q)) given by M } g :=
(rM) } g for any r # Z"[0] such that rM # M2(Z). The Dirac distribution $
lies in D(R(z)0)/D(R((z))
hd) ($(x)=1 or 0 according as x # (RZ)2 is or
is not the zero class). We write C (R(z)0) and D (R(z)0) for the quotient
groups C(R(z)0)12Z$ and D(R(z)0)
1
2Z$ respectively, considered as the
‘‘0th homogeneous components’’ of C (R((z))hd) :=C(R((z))hd)12Z$ and
D (R((z))hd) :=D(R((z))hd)12Z$ respectively. The appropriate } -actions
descend to these quotients. For each pair of rational rays r, s # P+(Q2), we
shall write P(r, s) for the map defined by the corresponding Shintani generat-
ing functions for the lattice Z2, namely x [ P(Z2, x, r, s) for each x # (RZ)2.
This was shown in [So2, Section 4] to lie in D(R((z))hd). For any distribu-
tion g # D(R((z))hd) we shall write gw # D(R(z)w) for its w th component,
namely the map x [ g(x)w . Then P(r, s)w is easily seen to be zero for all
w< &2 and, fixing a ray r # P+(Q2), we obtain maps
8r : GL2(Q)  D(R((z))hd)
A [ P(r, Ar)
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and
8r, w : GL2(Q)  D(R(z)w)
A [ P(r, Ar)w
for each w # Z, w&2, and also the maps
8 r : GL2(Q)  D (R((z))hd)
A [ P(r, Ar) mod 12 Z$
and
8 r, 0 : GL2(Q)  D (R(z)0)
A [ P(r, Ar)0 mod 12Z$
For any group G and any ZG-module A, we employ the standard nota-
tions C1(G, A), Z1(G, A), B1(G, A) and H 1(G, A) :=Z1(G, A)B1(G, A)
to denote respectively the abelian groups of (inhomogeneous) 1-cochains,
1-cocycles, and 1-coboundaries and the first cohomology group of G with
values in A. It was shown in [So2] that the maps 8r, w for w&2, w{0
and the maps 8 r and 8 r, 0 factor through PGL2(Q) and lie in Z1(PGL2(Q),
D(R(z)w)), Z1(PGL2(Q), D (R((z))hd)) and Z1(PGL2(Q), D (R(z)0))
respectively, in other words they satisfy the relation 8(AB)=8(A)+A }
8(B) \A, B # PGL2(Q). We shall refer to 8 r as the (inhomogeneous) Shintani
cocycle (associated to the ray r) and to its wth component 8r, w (or rather 8 r, 0
if w=0) as the (inhomogeneous) Shintani cocycle of degree w.
We shall now take this analysis one stage further in degree zero by using
the notion of ‘‘punctured distributions’’ (cf. [La2, p. 67], [Wa], and [Hay]).
Let us write C$(R(z)0) for the group of maps C((RZ)2"[0], R(z)0), so that
there are natural restriction maps ?$ and ? $ fitting into the following exact,
commuting diagram of abelian groups.
0 R(z)0
_$
C(R(z)0) ww
?$
C$(R(z)0) ww 0
0 ww R(z)0 12Z ww C (R(z)0) ww
? $
C$(R(z)0) ww 0 (7)
0 0
Since the conditions x{0 and Ay=x imply that y{0, the above formula
defining the } -action on C also defines one on C$, and in such a way that
all maps in (7) commute with the actions of the monoid GL2(Q) & M2(Z)
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by ‘‘ } ’’ or by ‘‘C’’ as appropriate. Since the C-action of scalar matrices on
R(z)0 is trivial, we can regard ‘‘_$’’ as a PGL2(Q) map into D(R(z)0).
Moreover, ?$ maps the latter module PGL2(Q)-linearly into the subgroup
D$(R(z)0) of C$(R(z)0) consisting of the ‘‘punctured distributions,’’ namely
the R-vector space [g # C$: r } g= g \r # Z"[0]], which is made into a
PGL2(Q)-module just as D was. Similarly for the bottom row of (7). In
brief: replacing ‘‘C’’, ‘‘C$’’ and ‘‘C ’’ by ‘‘D’’, ‘‘D$’’ and ‘‘D ’’, (7) becomes an
exact, commuting diagram of PGL2(Q)-modules (except that we may lose
exactness of the rows on the right). Let us write 8$r, 0 for ?$*(8r, 0)=
? $*(8 r, 0) # Z1(GL2(Q), D$(R(z)0)), ‘‘the punctured Shintani cocycle of
degree 0.’’ Consider the map S: C(R(z)0)  R(z)0 given by evaluation
at 0. This descends to a map S : C (R(z)0)  R(z)0 12Z and the two maps
split the rows of (7) as exact sequences of GL2(Z)-modules. (They clearly
do not commute with the action of GL2(Q) & M2(Z), however, even when
restricted to D and D .) To summarize then, let us denote by Res the
restriction of cochains, cocycles, etc. from GL2(Q) to GL2(Z). Then,
roughly speaking, the cochain Res 8r, 0 is the ‘‘direct sum’’ of the
cocycle Res 8$r, 0 # Z1(GL2(Z), D$(R(z)0)) and the cochain S*(Res 8r, 0) #
C1(GL2(Z), R(z)0), while Res 8 r, 0 is the ‘‘direct sum’’ of the two cocycles
Res 8$r, 0 and S *(Res 8 r, 0), the latter being the image of S*(Res 8r, 0) in
C1(GL2(Z), R(z)012Z). A cocycle cohomologous to S *(Res 8 r, 0) will be
examined in detail towards the end of Subsection 4.1. One can in fact show
that Res 8r, 0 is not a cocycle (see Remark 3 part (ii)) even when further
restricted to SL2(Z), and so neither is S*(Res 8r, 0) (or 8r , for that
matter).
Remark 1. Note that 8r (A)=0 for any A # GL2(Q) satisfying Ar=\r.
In particular, 8 vanishes on any A # G :=[( a0
b
d) # GL2(Q)], where 
denotes here and henceforth the ray Q_+(
1
0). This is what we mean when we
say that the cochains ‘‘8r ’’ (variously adorned) are ‘‘parabolic’’ when
r=. If such a cochain also obeys the cocycle relation, then this para-
bolicity condition implies the weaker one that it restricts to a coboundary
on any SL2(Z)-conjugate of 1 :=G & SL2(Z). The latter is essentially
the meaning given to the term ‘‘parabolic’’ as it is usually applied to
cocycles on SL2(Z) and their cohomology classes (see, e.g., [Hi, Ch. 6 and
Appendix]).
Now suppose that m0 , c, x, J and ’ are as in Proposition 2.2 By fixing
an ordered Z-basis B=({(1), {(2)) for m0 J&1 we obtain elements xB of
(QZ)2 and HB of SL2(Z) representing respectively the class x=@(x) and
the action of ’ with respect to this basis, that is, we have xB =0&1B (x),
and HB =0
&1
B (
’1
0
0
’2
) 0B where 0B is the matrix (
{1
(1)
{2
(1)
{1
(2)
{2
(2)) # GL2(R).
A simple property of Shintani functions ([So2, Proposition 2.2])
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then shows that for r # P+(Q2) we have: P(m0J&1, x, 0B r, ’0B r)=
0B C P(Z
2, xB , r, HB r) so that, for any r # P+(Q2) with 0Br/K _+ ,
Eq. (6) can be rewritten
‘K (&m, c)=
sgn(’2&’1)(NJ)m
[Em : (’)]
_2(m)(0B C 8r, 2m(HB )(xB )) \m # N. (8)
Remark 2. We note in passing that the distribution properties of the
values of the Shintani cocycles reflect the distribution relations (4) satisfied
by partial ‘-functions associated to cycles m and n. To see what we mean,
the reader can easily check that the latter, specialized at s=&m, are
implied by the former together with (8), at least in the case where m=dn,
d # Z and p | d O p | n.
Note that the expression on the right-hand side of (8), since equal to the
left, must be independent of the choices of the embedding @, the parameter
values x and J for c, the unit ’ # Em "[1] and the basis B as well as that
of the ray r subject to the condition 0B r/K _+ . We shall now examine the
mechanism of this independence in a more general, abstract setting and
without reference to ‘-functions. Indeed, it turns out to be a consequence
of the cocycle properties of the maps 8r, 2m for m{0 and (at least if
m0 {O) of 8$r, 0 . Furthermore, it suffices to consider the images of these
cocycles under Res, as maps into C(R(z)2m) and C$(R(z)0).
Theorem 2.1. Let m be a cycle for a real quadratic field K and suppose
that m=12 . Let c be any element of Clm (K) and let J be a fractional
ideal of K and x # T(m0 , J) such that [x; J]m =c. Choose also B=({(1), {(2)),
an ordered Z-basis for m0J&1, and ’ an element of Em "[1]. Define
0B , xB =0
&1
B (x) # (QZ)
2 and
HB =0
&1
B \’10
0
’2+ 0B # SL2(Z)
as above. For each m # N and any map 8: GL2(Z)  C(R(z)2m) we set
V (m)K (8, c) :=
sgn(’2&’1)(NJ)m
[Em : (’)]
2(m)(0B C 8(HB )(xB )) # R. (9)
Then
(i) The map V (m)K (& , c): C
1(GL2(Z), C(R(z)2m))  R so defined is
R-linear and vanishes on B1(GL2(Z), C(R(z)2m)). It depends in general
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on the choices of J, x, B and ’ but not on the numbering of the places 1
and 2 .
(ii) If 8(HB )(xB ) lies in Q(z)2m then V (m)K (8, c) lies in Q.
(iii) The restriction of V (m)K ( & , c) to Z
1(GL2(Z), C(R(z)2m)) does not
depend on the choices of J, x, B and ’ and factors through H1(GL2(Z),
C(R(z)2m)).
(iv) Let m=0 and suppose that m0 {O. Then the map V (0)K (& , c)
factors through the chain group C1(GL2(Z), C$(R(z)0)). Its restriction to
Z1(GL2(Z), C$(R(z)0)) does not depend on the choices of J, x, B and ’ and
further factors through H1(GL2(Z), C$(R(z)0)).
Proof. The R-linearity in (i) is trivial. Suppose that 8 lies in B1(GL2(Z),
C(R(z)2m)). Then there exists g # C(R(z)2m) such that 8(H)=H } g& g
\H # GL2(Z). Since ’ lies in Em , it fixes x # T(m0 , J), so that H&1B xB =xB
and we have
0B C 8(HB )(xB )=0B C (HB C g(xB )& g(xB ))
=\’10
0
’2+ C (0B C g(xB ))&(0B C g(xB )).
But NKQ ’=1, so Lemma 2.1(ii) implies that V (m)K (8 } c)=0. Changing the
numbering of the real places of K replaces 0B by ( 01
1
0) 0B while leaving
xB and HB unchanged so that FB (z) :=0B C 8(HB )(xB ) is replaced by
&FB (z2 , z1). Applying 2(m) and using Lemma 2.1(i) we see that V (m)K (8, c)
is unchanged.
For part (ii) we identify K with @1(K)=@2(K)/R and let Gal(KQ)=
[1, _]. Since 2(m) is Q-rational, if 8(HB )(xB ) lies in Q(z)2m then 2(m)(FB )
lies in K and the following easily justified equalities show that it actually
lies in Q : (2(m)FB )_=2(m)(F _B )=2
(m)(FB (z2 , z1))=2(m)FB . Coming to
part (iii), the factorization via H 1 is a consequence of (i) and for the rest
we use the following notation and elementary lemma. Let , # C1(H, A) be
an H 1-cochain for some G-module A with H IG. For all g # G we write
, g # C1(H, A) for the map h [ g,(g&1hg).
Lemma 2.3. The mapping , [ , g defines a left linear G action on
C1(H, A) which stabilizes both Z1(H, A) and B1(H, A) and commutes with
the functorial homomorphisms denoted :*: C1(H, A)  C1(H, A$) coming
from G-maps :: A  A$. The induced action of G on H1(H, A) factors
through GH. More precisely, for all , # Z1(H, A) and h0 # H, the difference
,h0&, is the coboundary h [ h,(h0)&,(h0).
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Example 1. (G = H = GL2 (Q).) From the relation A } P(r, s) =
P(Ar, As) (see [So2, Section 4.2]), one easily derives 8Br =8Br in
C1(GL2(Q), D(R((z))hd)), for all B # GL2(Q) and r # P+(Q2). It follows in
particular that 8r =8&r and that the cohomology classes of 8r, w In
H1(GL2(Q), D(R(z)w)) for w{0, of 8$r, 0 in H1(GL2(Q), D$(R(z)0)) and of
S *(Res 8 r, 0) in H1(GL2(Z), R(z)0 12Z) are independent of r # P+(Q
2) (cf.
[So2, Corollary to Theorem 4.1.]).
Now suppose that 8 lies in Z1(GL2(Z), C(R(z)2m)). We first show that
right-hand side of (9) is independent of the base B of m0J&1. Indeed, for
any other base B we have 0B C 8(HB )(xB )=0B A C 8(A&1HB A)
(A&1xB )=0B C 8A(HB )(xB ) where A # GL2(Z) is the base-change
matrix from B to B . Now apply the above lemma (with G=H=GL2(Z))
together with part (i). Next, consider the effect of changing the parameters
x and J for c, replacing them by x~ and J respectively, while ’ remains fixed.
We have J =bJ for some b # K _+ and %m, J (b
&1x)=%m, J (x)=c=%m, J (x~ ),
so that b&1x==x~ for some = # Em (see Section 2.2). We have already
proved that the choices of bases B for m0J &1 and B for m0J &1 are
immaterial, so we may insist on the relation B=b=B and hence that
0B =\b1 =10
0
b2=2+ 0B , HB =HB and xB =0&1B (x~ )=x~ B .
Lemma 2.1(ii) then gives: (NJ )m 2(m)(0B C 8(HB )(x~ B ))=(NJ (b1 b2)&1)m
2(m)(0B C 8(HB )(xB ))=(NJ)m 2(m)(0B C 8(HB )(xB )), so the right-
hand side of (9) is independent of the choice of J and x. As for ’, since Em
is infinite cyclic, it suffices to check the effect of replacing it by ’n, both for
n=&1 and for n # Z+ . This clearly multiplies the quantity sgn(’2&’1)
[Em : (’)] by 1n in both cases. On the other hand, it replaces 8(HB )
respectively by &H&1B } 8(HB ) and by 
n&1
i=0 H
i
B } 8(HB ) (using the
cocycle property). As in part (i), we note that H iBxB =xB , so that FB =
0B C 8(HB )(xB) is replaced respectively by
&\’
&1
1
0
0
’&12 + C FB and :
n&1
i=0 \
’ i1
0
0
’ i2 + C FB .
We conclude as before that 2(m)(FB ) is multiplied by n in both cases so
that the right-hand side of (9) is unchanged. Finally, to prove part (iv), the
only point to note is that if m0 {O then any x # T(m0 , J) is necessarily
non-zero. This gives the first factorization and the remainder follows
exactly as in (i) and (iii). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. K
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Using the notation of Theorem 2.1, Eq. (8) can be rewritten (again) as
‘K (&m, c)=V (m)K (Res 8r, 2m , c)
for any K, c, m0 and r such that 0B r/K _+ . (10)
Since 8r (A)(x)=P(Z2, x, r, Ar) clearly lies in Q((z))hd for all A # GL2(Q)
and any x # (QZ)2, we recover Siegel’s result (re-proved by Shintani).
Corollary 2.3. ‘K (&m, c) is a rational number.
And from parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.1 we deduce, using Example 1,
Corollary 2.4. If m{0 or m0 {O, then Eq. (10) (resp. Eq. (6)) is
valid for any r # P+(Q2) (resp. for any r # K _) without restriction.
(Alternatively, one could use the fact that for any fixed r and any m0J &1,
we can always find some base B such that 0Br/K _+ . But the choice of B
is immaterial if m{0 or m0 {O.)
Remark 3. (i) In fact, the condition on r and 0B is superfluous to
Eq. (10), even in the case m=0 and m0=O: Let 9r, s, 0 denote the coboun-
dary A [ A } P(s, r)0&P(s, r)0=P(As, Ar)0&P(s, r)0 , considered as an
element of B1(GL2(Z), C(R(z)0)). Theorem 2.1 of [So2] gives an explicit
expression for the difference 8r, s, 0 :=(Res 8r, 0&Res 8s, 0)&9r, s, 0 in
terms of the ‘‘winding numbers’’ W of the two triples of rays (r, Ar, As) and
(r, s, As), showing in particular that it lies in C1(GL2(Z), 12Z$). It is clearly
enough to prove that the quantity 8r, s, 0(A)(0) # 12 Z is always zero for
A=HB . But simple geometrical arguments in terms of the winding numbers
suffice to show that it does indeed vanish whenever A has two positive real
eigenvalues.
(ii) One can, however, easily give examples with 8r, s, 0(A)(0){0,
for A # SL2(Z) with two negative eigenvalues. This implies firstly that the
difference S*(Res 8r, 0)&S*(Res 8s, 0) cannot be a cocycle even when
restricted to SL2(Z). (For if it were, then the map A [ 8r, s, 0(A)(0) would
define a cohomologous cocycle on this group taking values in 12Z, a trivial
SL2(Z)-module. It would thus be a group homomorphism, necessarily
factoring through SL2(Z)
ab$Z12Z and so identically zero.) Next we note
that there always exists B # SL2(Z) such that Br=s. This means that 8r, 0
itself cannot restrict to a cocycle on SL2(Z). Indeed, if it did then the dif-
ference 8r, 0&8s, 0 would restrict to a coboundary, (cf. Example 1) and so
would its image under S*, a contradiction.
(iii) Note that V (m)K (8, c) only depends on the values of 8(A)(x) for
A # SL2(Z) and x any torsion class (i.e. x # QZ). Indeed the definition of
V (m)K (,, c) and parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 can be carried through for
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any , # C1(SL2(Z), C((QZ)2, R(z)2m)). Even if , were a cocycle however,
the independence statements of parts (iii) and (iv) would not in general
hold if , were not the restriction of a cocycle on GL2(Z). One could in this
case replace , by its corestriction , to the latter group so that these
statements would still hold for V (m)K (, , c)=V
(m)
K (,, c)+V
(m)
K (,
&, c), where &
denotes the non-trivial element of GL2(Z)SL2(Z). Alternatively, one could
insist that B always be ordered in such a way that det 0B has a fixed sign.
This would weaken or invalidate some of the independence statements of
Theorem 2.1.
(iv) Part (iii) of Theorem 2.1 suggests that the invariant V (m)K (8, c) is
more natural than its definition on might lead one to suppose and Eq. (10)
prompts one to ask about its significance for ‘‘naturally occurring’’ cocycles
other than the Shintani cocycles. Obvious candidates are the cocycles
associated to modular forms by the isomorphism of the EichlerShimura
theorem (see for example [La1, Ch. VII]). A simple version of this theorem
associates a parabolic element ,f of # Z1(SL2(Z), R[z]2m) to each cusp
form f of weight 2m+2 on SL2(Z), for every m>0. Note however that the
corresponding action of SL2(Z) on R[z]2m is the restriction of our C-action
on R(z)2m twisted by the involutive (inner) automorphism of SL2(Z) given by
A [ tA&1=S&1AS where S=( 01
&1
0 ). In order to get fodder for Theorem 2.1
we must therefore first (un)twist ,f . We can then ‘‘corestrict’’ it to GL2(Z) (cf.
part (iii) above) and multiply it by $ to get 8f # Z1(GL2(Z), D(R[z]2m)).
Having done this, V (m)K (8f , c) would be zero for m0 {O and its value could
otherwise be given explicitly in terms of certain geodesic integrals in the
complex upper half-plane, involving both ‘‘arithmetic’’ data (coming from
the narrow ideal-class c) and ‘‘modular’’ data (coming from f ). It would be
very interesting to know whether this has a natural interpretation as a
special value of some sort of ‘‘hybrid’’ L- or ‘-function.
3. APPLICATION: THE NON-TRIVIALITY OF
THE SHINTANI COCYCLES
Suppose that a Shintani cocycle of non-negative, even degree were trivial.
More precisely, suppose that for one (hence any) r # P+(Q)2 one had
Res 8r, 2m # B1((GL2(Z), C(R(z)2m)) for some m>0, (respectively, one had
Res 8$r, 0 # B1(GL2(Z), C$(R(z)0))). Then Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.1
would imply the vanishing of ‘K (c, &m) for all real quadratic K, for all
cycles m with m=12 and for all c # Clm (K) (respectively, of ‘K (c, 0)
\K, \c # Clm (K) \m as above s.t. m0 {O)! These statements are ‘‘clearly’’
false and remain so after considerable weakening. We can therefore deduce
much stronger non-triviality results; that is, not only for Res 8r, 2m and
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Res 8$r, 0 but also for their images under certain restrictionspecialization
maps S 1x, w which we now describe.
Given x # (QZ)2, we let 1x denote the stabilizer StabGL2(Z)(x) and
define, for any subgroup 1/1x and any w # Z a homomorphism S 1x, w
from C1(GL2(Z), C((RZ)2, R(z)w)) to C1(1, R(z)w) by sending the 1-cochain
8 to the 1-cochain A [ 8(A)(x). One checks easily that S 1x, w maps cocycles
into cocycles and coboundaries into coboundaries and also satisfies
S 1x, w(8)
B=S 1Bx, w(8
B) \B # NGL2 (Z)(1 ), the normaliser of 1 in GL2(Z).
(11)
In particular we have S 1x, w(Res 8r, w) # Z
1(1, R(z)w) for any w{0, while
for w=0 and x{0, S 1x, 0 clearly factors through C
1(GL2(Z), C$(R(z)0)) so
we can write S 1x, 0(Res 8$r, 0) for S
1
x, 0(Res 8r, 0) # Z
1(1, R(z)0). Of course,
S 1x, w(Res 8r, w) actually takes values in Q(z)w for any w. For simplicity, we
shall often suppress ‘‘Res’’ in the notation from now on.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that r # P+(Q2), w&2, x # (QZ)2 and 1/1x ,
then
(i) S 1x, w(8r, w)
B#S 1Bx, w(8r, w) (mod B
1(1, R(z)w)) \B # NGL2 (Z)(1 )
if w{0 and
(ii) S 1x, 0(8$r, 0)
B#S 1Bx, 0(8$r, 0) (mod B
1(1, R(z)0)) \B # NGL2(Z)(1 )
for w=0 if x{0;
(iii) (&1)w S 1x, w(8r, w)=S
1
&x, w(8r, w) \x, \w.
Proof. Combine (11) with Lemma 2.3 (for G=H=GL2(Z)). For
part (iii), take B= &I in (11), noting that 8&Ir, w=8r, w , since 8r, w is
distribution-valued. K
We can now state the non-triviality result that we are going to prove in
this section.
Theorem 3.1. Let m # N, x # (QZ)2 be given and let 1 be a subgroup of
finite index in 1x .
(i) If m{0 then the image of S 1x, 2m(8r, 2m) in H
1(1, R(z)2m) is non-
zero and independent of r # P+(Q2).
(ii) For m=0 and x{0 the same is true of the image of S 1x, 0(8$r, 0) in
H1(1, R(z)0).
Note that for any 1 # GL2(Z), S 10, 0(8r, 0) # C
1(1, R(z)0) is nothing but
the restriction to 1 of the cochain S*(Res 8r, 0) introduced in Section 2.3,
which is not a cocycle by the argument of Remark 3 part (ii). On the other
hand the image of S 10, 0(8r, 0) in C
1(1, R(z)0 12 $) is the restriction of the
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S *(Res 8 r, 0). It is therefore a cocycle but it is frequently trivial. (See the
discussion of the cohomologous cocycle S *(Res 9 , 0) towards the end of
Subsection 4.1.)
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we shall use the non-vanishing of certain
L-series attached to ray-class characters. Such a character is simply an
element of the dual group of Clm (F ), i.e., a homomorphism /: Clm (F ) 
C_, for some cycle m and a fixed number field F (we shall sometimes write
‘‘/ mod m’’ for emphasis). If  is any such character modulo a cycle n
dividing m, then we shall write Inflmn  for the inflated ray-class character
 b ?m, n mod m. We define an equivalence relation by saying that two
characters /1 mod m1 and /2 mod m2 are equivalent if and only if we have
Infllm1 /1=Infl
l
m2
/2 for some (hence, in fact, any) cycle l such that m1 , m2 | l
(e.g., l=m1m2). It is well known (and follows without difficulty from the
weak approximation theorem) that for any / mod m, there exists a unique
‘‘minimal’’ cycle f | m and ray-class character /prim mod f such that the
equivalence class [/] of / consists of the inflated characters Inflnf /prim as
n ranges over all multiples of f. We call f the ‘‘conductor of /’’, written ‘‘f/ ’’
(or ‘‘of [/]’’, written ‘‘f[/] ’’) and say that / mod m is primitive iff m=f/ ,
i.e., /=/prim . (Note that in our terminology the conductor is a cycle, not
just an integral ideal of OF .) The usual multiplicative structure on ray-class
characters is best defined in terms of equivalence classes. For /1 mod m1
and /2 mod m2 we choose any l such that m1 , m2 | l and set [/1][/2] :=
[\] where \=Infl lm1 /1 Infl
l
m2
/2 . This makes the set of equivalence classes
(or of primitive characters) into a group isomorphic to a subgroup of the
dual group of m Clm (F ).
It is well known (and easy to prove that)
f[/1][/2] divides l.c.m.(f[/1] , f[/2]) with equality if h.c.f.(f[/1] , f[/2])=1.
(12)
Lemma 3.2. Let p be a finite or infinite place of Q and K a real quad-
ratic field with fundamental unit =K . Consider the following statement:
There exists a ray-class character  for K such that
f | pOk and p | f for every place p dividing pO in K.
(13)
(Note that we shall always interpret ‘‘OK ’’ as meaning 12 .) Then:
(i) For p=, the statement (13) is equivalent to NKQ =K=1.
(ii) For p=2, the statement (13) is equivalent to the condition that 2
be ramified or inert in K and that =K #1 mod 2OK .
(iii) For p=3, the statement (13) is implied by the condition that 3 be
unramified in K and that NKQ=K=1.
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(iv) For p=5, the statement (13) is implied by the condition that 5 be
unramified in K or that NKQ=K=1.
(v) For p  [, 2, 3, 5], the statement (13) is true unconditionally.
Remark 4. According to this lemma, the statement (13) will hold
simultaneously for all places whenever K satisfies the condition
NKQ=K=1, 2 is ramified or inert in K,
=K #1 mod 2OK and 3 is unramified in K.
(14)
Such fields do exist. Indeed, there appears to be an infinite supply of them.
For example, with 2 ramified (so that =K #1 mod 2OK implies NKQ=K=1),
we can take K=Q(- D), for D=14, 22, 34, 38, ... and there are also
examples with 2 inert, e.g., K=Q(- 781).
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We first of all note that (13) is equivalent to the
non-injectivity of the surjection ?pOK : ClpOK  Cl(K). (Indeed, the existence
of a non-trivial kernel is equivalent to that of a character / of non-trivial
conductor dividing pOK , which is clearly implied by (13). It can also be
seen to imply (13): This is trivial if p is not split in K (take =/). If p is
split, then, by (12) it will always suffice to take  either to be / or the
primitive character in [/][/ b _], where _ is the non-trivial element of
Gal(KQ).) Now for p=, the kernel of ?pOK is easily seen to be non-
trivial iff NKQ=K=1 (which gives (i)), while for p finite, the exact sequence
(5) shows that the kernel is non-trivial iff (OK pOK)_ properly contains the
image E of E(K). For p=2 it is easily checked that this is equivalent to the
condition of (ii), while for p>2 we consider the homomorphism N KQ :
(OK pOK)_  (ZpZ)_ defined by the norm. It is now sufficient for (13)
that Im(N KQ) properly contain N KQ(E ). The former group is equal either
to the whole of (ZpZ)_ or to is subgroup of squares, according as p is
unramified or ramified in K, and the latter group is always contained in
[\1 ]/(ZpZ)_. The reader can now easily deduce the validity of (iii) to
(v) by considerations of cardinality. K
Any ray-class character / mod m for a number field F defines an L-function
LF, m(s, /) := :
c # Clm(F )
/(c) ‘F (s, c)= ‘
p |3 m
p finite
(1&/([p]m ) Np&s)&1 (15)
which is entire (has no pole at s=1) if / is not the trivial character
mod m. Of course, the Euler product in (15) converges only for Re(s)>1
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but shows that for these values LF, m(s, /) can be written in terms of the
‘‘primitive’’ L-function,
LF, m(s, /)=LF, f/(s, /prim)_ ‘
p |3 f/, p | m
p finite
(1&/prim([p]f/) Np
&s), (16)
and (16) extends to all s by meromorphic continuation. Now, taking into
account the possible simple pole at s=1, the convergence of (15), and the
functional equation for primitive L-functions (see, e.g., [Ta, Ch. 0]), we
obtain the following well-known result on their orders of vanishing at non-
positive integers.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that F is any number field and that  is a
primitive ray-class character modulo f=f . Then, \m # N we have
ords=&m LF, f(s, )=|[real places p of F : np (f)#m mod 2] |
+|[complex places of F]|
&{1 if m=0, and  is trivial ( O f=OF)0 otherwise.
The following corollary will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.1. Let d be a positive rational integer and m # N. Then
there exists a real quadratic field K and a (not necessarily primitive)
ray-class character / modulo m(d )=m(d, K) :=dOK } 12 , such that
LK, m(d)(&m, /){0. If m is odd (respectively, even and non-zero, respec-
tively, zero) then such characters exist for all real quadratic K without
restriction (respectively, provided that NKQ(=K)=1, respectively, provided
that condition (14) of Remark 4 holds).
Proof. We consider characters of form /=Inflm(d )f  for a primitive ray-
class character  mod f for K, with f | m(d ). If m{0 then (16) shows that
ords=&m LK, m(d )(s, /) equals ords=&m LK, f(s, ) so we only need to ensure
that LK, f(&m, ){0. The Proposition therefore shows that for m odd, we
can simply take  to be the trivial character modulo OK , for any K, while
for any even, non-zero m we can take any  of conductor 12 for K,
and such  exist provided that NKQ(=K)=1 (see Lemma 3.2 part (i)). For
m=0 we must be more careful since the second factor on the right-hand
side of Eq. (16) can vanish at zero. Therefore, in addition to making sure
that f divides m(d ) and that 12 divides f (so that LK, f(0, ){0) we
shall make the product in this second factor empty by ensuring that every
(finite) prime factor of d in K also divides f. To do this, we choose K
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satisfying condition (14) of Remark 4 so that Lemma 3.2 permits us to
choose:
v for each prime number p dividing d, a primitive character
p mod mp where mp divides pOK and has the same prime factors in OK ; and
v a primitive character  mod 1 2 .
Finally, we take  to be the primitive character in the class [] >p | d [p]
so that f=>p | d mp } 12 by (12), as required. K
We can now give the
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The fact that the cohomology classes of
S 1x, 2m(8r, 2m) (m>0) and of S
1
x, 0(8$r, 0) (x{0) are independent of r follows
on applying S 1x, } (and Res) in Example 1. Suppose (for a contradiction)
that one of these cohomology classes were zero, for some m # N, some x
and some 1 of finite index in 1x , hence in GL2(Z). By restricting from 1
to the intersection of its GL2(Z)-conjugates, we can assume that 1 IGL2(Z)
and it is well known that the orbit of x under GL2(Z) is precisely the set
of elements y of (QZ)2 such that o(y)=o(x)=d, say. (Here, o(x) denotes
the additive order so that d>1 if m=0.) Lemmas 2.3 and 3.1 would there-
fore imply that
S 1y, 2m(8r, 2m) # B
1(1, R(z)2m) \y # (QZ)2 s.t. o(y)=d, if m>0
(17)
or that
S 1y, 0(8$r, 0) # B
1(1, R(z)0) \y # (QZ)2 s.t. o(y)=d(>1), if m=0.
(18)
Claim 3.1. Equations (17) and (18) imply the vanishing of ‘K (&m, c)
for the given value of m (zero or non-zero), for all c # Clm(d )(K) and for all
real quadratic K.
By character theory, this claim is equivalent to the statement that (17)
and (18) imply LK, m(d )(&m, /)=0 for all / mod m(d ) and all K. So for
each m # N it gives the required contradiction on comparing with
Corollary 3.1 and Remark 4. It only remains to prove the Claim and this
follows easily from Eq. (10). Indeed, in the notations of Theorem 2.1 we
write c=[x, J]m(d ) and note that for any Z-base B for dJ&1, the additive
order of xB :=0&1B (x) in (QZ)
2 is that of x # T(dOk , J) in KdJ&1, namely
d. In addition, replacing ’ # Em(d )(K)"[1] by a power of itself if necessary,
we can assume that HB lies in 1, so that 8r, 2m(HB )(xB ) equals
S 1xB , 2m(8r, 2m)(HB ) if m>0 (respectively, equals S
1
xB , 0
(8$r, 0)(HB ) if m=0).
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But Eqs. (17), and (18) would imply that this element of R(z)2m could be
written HB C G&G for some G # R(z)2m and the appropriate value of m.
Since NKQ’=1, it would follow, just as in Theorem 2.1 part (i), that
0=V (m)K (Res 8r, 2m , c)=‘K (&m, c). K
Remark 5. The reader will have noticed that Theorem 3.1 still does not
really use the full potential of our ability to vary K and / and that by doing
so we could obtain even stronger non-triviality statements. For instance,
the proof shows that given r, x, 1 and m>0, odd, not only is , :=
S 1x, 2m(8r, 2m) not a coboundary, but in fact, for any real quadratic field K,
there exist hyperbolic matrices H in 1 having eigenvalues in K _+ and such
that Res1(H)(,) is not a coboundary.
We have already discussed the nature of the cochain S 1x, m(8r, w) in the
case w=0 and x=0. As for the remaining cases of interest, those of odd
w>0 remain open, although we note that if w is odd then S 1x, w(8r, w)
vanishes whenever 2x=0, by Lemma 3.1 part (iii). It will follow from
Corollary 4.1 that the cocycle 8r, w is itself a coboundary for w=&1 and
also that the cohomology class of S 1x, &2(8r, &2) is independent of the
choice of x such that 1/1x .
Finally, we remark that the question of x-(in)dependence might be
addressed more generally, with a view to further strengthening Theorem 3.1.
We suggest one possible way of doing this which would be reminiscent of
the theorem of Eichler and Shimura mentioned in the last section: Given
w &2 (w{0 for simplicity) and 1 of finite index in GL2(Z), we denote
by Fix(1 ) the finite set [x # (QZ)2: 1/1x ] and consider the linear map
from R[Fix(1 )] to H1(1, R(z)w) defined by sending x to S 1x, w(8r, w) for
any r. One could study the kernel of this map for various w and various
subgroups 1, for instance the congruence subgroups 1(N)/11(N)/10(N)
for N=1, 2, 3, ... Part (iii) of Lemma 3.1 implies that elements of type [x]
&(&1)w [&x] always lie in the kernel (as may other elements coming
from the distribution relations, for certain 1 ). Also, part (i) of the same
lemma says that these maps are NGL2(Z)(1 )1 equivariant, so one could
apply  R C and consider them character by character. One could indeed
envisage studying certain character sums whose non-vanishing would
amount to that of the L-series considered in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Nevertheless, it remains to be seen whether our method based on real
quadratic fields could be adapted to prove these stronger results.
4. COHOMOLOGOUS COCYCLES
In this section we study cohomologous variants of the cocycles 8r, w (for
w{0), 8$r, 0 and S *(Res 8 r, 0). In the first subsection we shall describe one
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particular variant in each homogeneous degree  &2, with the very useful
property that for w1 it is ‘‘polynomial valued.’’ (More precisely, its
values are elements of D(R[z]w)/D(R(z)w).) In fact, as hinted in the
Introduction, we shall accomplish the required ‘‘deformations’’ simulta-
neously for all w, since it turns out to be most natural to work at the level
of power-series and quotients thereof. In other words, we shall be adding
to 8 r a carefully selected element of B1(GL2(Q), D (R((z))hd)) and then
taking homogeneous pieces, applying S * b Res in degree 0, etc. Not only
does this ‘‘simultaneous’’ approach simplify the treatment, it will also prove
well adapted to the methods of p-adic interpolation (of other, related
cocycles) to be employed in Section 5. To further simplify, we shall treat
only the ‘‘standard’’ case corresponding to the ‘‘ray at infinity’’ r==
Q_+(
1
0). This restriction will allow us to make use of the formulae for 8
given in [So2], which will result in a completely explicit treatment. One
way to recapture the case of general r would be to note that, according to
Lemma 2.3 and Example 1, the difference 8r &8 (modulo 12Z$) is itself
an element of B1(GL2(Q), D (R((z)hd)) : It equals 8 (B), where B is any
element of GL2(Q) sending  to r and where, for any element a of a (left)
G-module A, the element a of B1(G, A) denotes the map h [ ha&a,
\h # G.
4.1. The Deformation 9
In accordance with the strategy and notations described above, our first
deformation of 8  will be of the form 8 +g for a carefully chosen
g # D ((RZ)2, R((z))hd). In fact, g will be the image of an element of
D((RZ)2, R((z))hd) which is the product of two one-dimensional distribu-
tions. The definition of hese latter distributions can be formulated in a
manner perfectly analogous to that of D((RZ)2, R((z))hd) (the ‘‘2-dimen-
sional’’ case) replacing the action of GL2(Q) & M2(Z) by one of the
monoid Z"[0] on the field R((z)) of real Laurent series in a single formal
variable z.
Definition 4.1. C(RZ, R((z))) denotes the R-vector space of maps
from RZ to R((z)) and D(RZ, R((z))) the subspace of (1-dimensional)
distributions, namely those maps satisfying
h(x)(z)=sgn(r) :
ry=x
y # RZ
h( y)(rz) \x # RZ, \r # Z"[0]. (19)
Example 2. The distributions which are constant (as a function of x)
are precisely the scalar multiples of the distribution x [ 1z. In particular,
they are all of pure homogeneous degree &1.
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Example 3 (see [So2, Section 2.3]). For any class x # RZ we write
[x] for the unique lift of x to R that is contained in the interval (0,1] (not
[0,1)) and set
p(x; z)={
e[x] z
ez&1
1
2 \
ez
ez&1
+
1
ez&1+=
1
ez&1
+
1
2
,
if x is non-zero ([x]{1);
if x is the zero class ([x]=1).
(20)
It is easily verified that p: x [ p(x; z) lies in D(RZ, R((z))). It is a kind of
1-dimensional analogue of P(r, s) and ‘‘generates’’ the classical Bernoulli
polynomials Bn(t), n0: Almost by definition of the latter we have p(x; z)
= 1z n # N B n([x])(z
nn !) where B n(t) :=Bn(t) for all n # N and t # (0, 1]
except that B 1(1) is defined to be zero rather than 12 . The homogeneous
pieces of the relation (19) give the well-known distribution relations satisfied
by the ‘‘modified’’ Bernoulli polynomials B n .
Any two elements h1 and h2 of C(RZ, R((z))) define an element h1_h2
of C((RZ)2, R((z))hd) by the formula
(h1_h2) \x1x2+ (z) :=h1(x1)(z1) h2(x2)(z2).
It is obvious that if h1 and h2 lie in D(RZ, R((z))), then
\r10
0
r2+ } (h1_h2)=h1_h2
for any r1 , r2 # Z"[0] and in particular h1_h2 lies in D((RZ)2, R((z))hd).
If h1 or h2 is a constant distribution then we can say, more,
Lemma 4.1. Let h be an element of D(RZ, R((z))) and set g=1z_h #
D((RZ)2, R((z))hd). Then, for any A=( ac
b
d) # GL2(Q) & M2(Z) and any
x=( x1x2) # (RZ)
2 we have the following.
(i) If c=0 (so d{0) then (A } g)(x)(z)=(1z1) h(x2)((bd ) z1+z2).
(ii) If c{0 then
(A } g)(x)(z)=\10
a
c+ C \
&|l | sgn(c$)
z2
h(c$x1&a$x2) \z1c$ &
dz2
c$u ++
where u :=det A, l := \h.c.f.(a, c) and we set a$ :=al, c$ :=cl.
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Proof. Part (i) is an easy exercise which we leave to the reader. For
part (ii), since g is a distribution we have A } g=(cA) } g=(( 10
a
c)(
0
1
1
0)
( c0
d
&u)) } g and since ‘‘ } ’’ is a left action we have (using part (i))
\\01
1
0+\
c
0
d
&u++ } g \
y1
y2+ (z)
=\01
1
0+ C \\\
c
0
d
&u+ } g+\
y2
y1+ (z)+
=&
1
z2
h( y1) \z1&du z2+ .
Combining the last two equations gives
(A } g)(x)(z)=\10
a
c+ C \&
1
z2
:
cy2=x2
y1+ay2=x1
h( y1) \z1&du z2++ (21)
and the equation of part (ii) now results from the distribution relation (19)
after having first transformed the sum in (21) using the following.
Claim 4.1. Let x # (RZ)2 be given. Then as y2 runs through S2 :=
[ y2 # RZ: cy2=x2], the difference y1=x1&ay2 runs precisely |l | times
through the set S$1 :=[ y1 # RZ: c$y1=c$x1&a$x2].
To prove the Claim, we note that the mapping y2 [ x2&ay2 does
indeed send S2 into S$1 and that the fibres all have cardinality |l |, since
y2 , y$2 # S2 O c( y$2& y2)=0, so that x1&ay2=x1&ay$2  a( y$2& y2)=0
 l( y$2& y2)=0. Since |S2 |=|c|=|l | |S$1 |, this proves the claim and hence
the Lemma. K
The first deformation of 8 is defined as follows:
Definition 4.2. For any x # RZ let q(x; z) denote the power-series
q(x; z)=p(x; z)&
1
z
= :
n1
B n([x])
zn&1
n !
# R[[z]]. (22)
Let q # D(RZ, R((z))) denote the distribution x [ q(x; z) and
g0 # D((RZ)2, R((z))hd) the product distribution (1z)_q. Thus
g0(x)=
1
z1
p(x2 ; z2)&
1
z1z2
#
1
z1
R((z2))/R((z))hd \x # (RZ)2.
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Let 9 denote the deformation 8+g0 # C1(GL2(Q), D(R((z))hd)) and
denote by 9  , 9, w (w &2, w{0), 9 , 0 and 9$, 0 the cocycles on
GL2(Q) that one obtains by replacing 8 by 9 in the definitions of 8  ,
8, w , 8 , 0 and 8$, 0 respectively. (A priori, these cocycles take values in
D (R((z))hd), D(R(z)w), D (R(z)0) and D$(R(z)0) respectively.)
To give explicit expressions for these cocycles (and later for S *(Res(9 , 0)))
we need to recall the definitions of the generalized Dedekind sums studied
in [So2] (see also [Hal] and [H-W-Z]). For any m, n # N, a, c # Z, c{0,
and x # (RZ)2 we put
Sm, n(a, c, x) :=
1
m ! n !
:
|c|
t=1
B m \{x~ 1&ac (x~ 2+!t)=+ B n \{
1
c
(x~ 2+!t)=+ # R,
where x=( x~ 1x~ 2)+Z
2 and !1 , ..., ! |c| constitute a complete set of representa-
tives for Z modulo cZ. (Note that we have written [a] for [a+Z], a # R).
It is easily checked that Sm, n(a, c, x) depends on x but not on the choices
of the representatives x~ 1 , x~ 2 and [!t] |c|t=1 . Now if A=(
a
c
b
d) is a matrix in
M2(Z) & GL2(Q) with c{0 and x lies in (RZ)2 then Theorem 3.1
of [So2] expresses 8(A)(x) in terms of these Dedekind sums by the for-
mula
8(A)(x)=P \Z2, x, Q_+ \10+ , Q_+ \
a
c++
=\10
a
c+ C _
1
z1z2 \ :m, n # N Sm, n(a, c, x) z
m
1 z
n
2+&14 $(x)& (23)
from which we can obtain explicit expressions for 8, w by taking homo-
geneous parts. The principal result of this section gives equivalent formulae
for 9(A)(x).
Theorem 4.1. Given A=( ac
b
d) # M2(Z) & GL2(Q) with det A=u and any
x # (RZ)2,
(i) if c=0 (so d{0) then
9(A)(x)=g0(A)(x)= :
m2
B m([x2])
m ! _
((bd ) z1+z2)m&1&zm&12
z1 & (24)
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(ii) and if c{0 then
9(A)(x)=\10
a
c+ C \
|c|
z1z2
+ :
m2
Sm, 0(a, c, x) _z
m&1
1 &(z1&(du) z2)
m&1
z2 &
+ :
n2
S0, n(a, c, x) _z
n&1
2 &(&az1+z2)
n&1
z1 &
+ :
m, n1
Sm, n(a, c, x) zm&11 z
n&1
2 &
1
4
$(x)+ . (25)
(Note that all the expressions in square brackets are polynomials in z1 and
z2 with rational coefficients.)
Proof. The first equality in (24) is the statement that 8 is parabolic
and the second follows from Lemma 4.1 part (i) together with Eq. (22)
noting the cancellation of the terms in homogeneous degree &1 (i.e., for
m=1). As for Eq. (25), we note that for c{0, we have on the one hand
(A } g0)(x)=\10
a
c+ C \
&|l | sgn(c$)
z2
q \c$x1&a$x2 ; z1&(du) z2c$ ++
=\10
a
c+ C \
&1
z2
:
m1
Sm, 0(a, c, x)(z1&(du) z2)m&1+ (26)
using first Lemma 4.1 part (ii) (and its notation) and then part (v) of [So2,
Prop. 3.1]. On the other hand, part (iv) of the same Proposition gives
& g0(x)=\10
a
c+ C \\
1
0
a
c+
&1
C (&g0(x))+
=\10
a
c+ C \
&sgn(c)
z1
q \x2 ; &az1+z2c ++
=\10
a
c+ C \
&1
z1
:
n1
S0, n(a, c, x)(&az1+z2)n&1+ . (27)
Now Eq. (25) is obtained by adding the Eqs. (23), (26), and (27), regroup-
ing the terms and noting that S0, 0(a, c, x)=|c| for all a, c, x. Again, the
terms in homogeneous degree &1 (i.e., (m, n)=(1, 0) or (0, 1)) all cancel.
K
Taking wth homogeneous parts in Eqs. (24) and (25), we get explicit
formulae for the various cocycles derived from 9 and find in particular,
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Corollary 4.1. (i) 9, &2=8, &2 is the parabolic cocycle in
Z1((P) GL(Q), D((RZ)2, R(z)&2)) which sends A=( ac
b
d) # M2(Z) & GL2(Q),
c{0, to the constant distribution c(z1(az1+cz2)).
(ii) 9, &1=0, so that 8, &1 lies in B1((P) GL(Q), D((RZ)2,
R(z)1)). In fact, we have 8, &1=&g0&1=(x [ (&1z1) B 1([x2])).
(iii) For each w1 (resp. for w=0) 9, w is a ‘‘polynomial-valued’’
cocycle (respectively cochain). More precisely, it lies in Z1((P) GL(Q),
D((RZ)2, R[z]w)) (respectively in C1((P) GL(Q), D((RZ)2, R))).
Corollary 4.2. Let A1 and A2 be elements of GL2(Q) such that A1 
=\A2 ( for instance A1=A2), then for all pairs, x(1) and x(2) in (RZ)2
the difference 9(A1)(x(1))&9(A2)(x(2)) lies in R[[z]] and has rational
coefficients if x(1), x(2) # (QZ)2.
Remark 6. Notice that for w1, the cocycle 9, w is ‘‘better’’ than
8, w since it is ‘‘polynomial-valued.’’ But it is also ‘‘worse’’ because it is
no longer parabolic since the coboundary g0 is not. Of course, the
cohomology class of 9, w is still trivially parabolic as an element of
H1(GL2(Q), D(R(z)w)) if we simply mean by this that it contains a
parabolic cocycle, namely 8, w ! (Compare the usual sense of ‘‘parabolic,’’
for cohomology classes on SL2(Z), see Remark 1.) A more interesting ques-
tion is whether the class of 9, w in H1(GL2(Q), D((RZ)2, R[z]w)) is
parabolic in this sense: For given w1, is there a distribution g on (RZ)2
with values in R[z]w , such that 9, w+g is a parabolic cocycle? The
author thinks this unlikely.
Since 9, 2m and 8, 2m differ by a coboundary, Theorem 2.1 part (i),
Corollary 2.4, and Lemma 2.1 part (iv) give
Corollary 4.3. Adopting the notations and hypotheses of Theorem 2.1,
we have
‘K (&m, c)=V (m)K (Res 9, 2m , c)
=
sgn(’2&’1)(NJ)m
[Em : (’)] \
2
z1 z2+
m
} z=0 (0B C 9, 2m(HB )(xB ))
\m # N.
Note that to treat the case m=0, m0=O, which is excluded from
Corollary 2.4, we can either appeal to Remark 3 part (i) or simply fall back
on Eq. (10) at the cost of insisting that {(1) be totally positive. In combina-
tion with the explicit expressions of Theorem 4.1, the above Corollary gives
a practical means of evaluating ‘K (&m, c) in terms of Dedekind sums (cf.
[Si], [Sh]). However, it is computationally much more efficient to first use
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a ‘‘continued-fraction’’ type algorithm to decompose HB as a product of
the standard generators of SL2(Z) and then to make use of the cocycle
property to write 9, 2m(HB )(xB ) as a corresponding sum (cf. the algo-
rithms of [Hay], [Sc1], and [St]).
It is interesting and amusing to look more closely at the modified
cocycles in degree 0. Corollary 4.1 part (iii) implies that the punctured
cocycle 9$, 0 :=?$(9, 0) actually lies in Z1(GL2(Q), D$((RZ)2, R)) while
9 , 0 lies in Z1(GL2(Q), D ((RZ)2, R)) and S *(Res 9 , 0) in Z1(GL2(Z),
R12Z). In all three cases, the action of a matrix A on R implies by this
notation is not trivial but consists rather of multiplication by sgn(det A).
This means, however, that if we restrict the last cocycle to SL2(Z) then we
obtain a homomorphism into R12Z which we shall denote  , 0 . Theorem
4.1 shows that for A=( ac
b
d) # SL2(Z),  , 0(A) is equal to b12d (modulo
1
2Z) if c=0 and that otherwise one has
 , 0(A)#sgn(c) \dS2, 0(a, c, 0)+aS0, 2(a, c, 0)+S1, 1(a, c, 0)&14+
#
d+a
12c
+sgn(c) \S1, 1(a, c, 0)&14+ \mod
1
2
Z+ . (28)
Now, there is a well known homomorphism from SL2(Z) into C
_, some-
times denoted \, which appears frequently in the theory of modular forms,
for instance in the transformation law of the square of the Dedekind
’-function under SL2(Z). (See, e.g., [C-S2, Sec. 3].) It induces an isomor-
phism from SL2(Z)
ab to the group of 12th roots of unity in C_. In fact, we
have the equality
 , 0 #
1
2?i
log \ \mod 12 Z+ . (29)
(It suffices to check (29) on the standard generators S=( 01
&1
0 ) and
T :=( 10
1
1) for SL2(Z): Using the above formulae and those for \ given in
[C-S2], we find that, modulo 12Z,  , 0(S)#&14#(12?i) log \(S) and
 , 0(T)#112#(12?i) log \(T), as required.) The fact that (12?i) log \
is actually defined modulo Z begs the question as to whether we can refine
our theory in such a way that  , 0 is naturally redefined modulo Z as well.
The answer is that we can. Here is a summary of the minor modifications
that are necessary.
v First, the distributions P(r, s) (for r, s # P+(Q2)) should be
modified in the case s=&r by defining two new families of distributions
P+(r, s) :={P(r, s)& 12$
if s{ &r
if s=&r
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and
P&(r, s) :={P(r, s)12 $
if s{ &r
if s=&r
so that P+(r, s) is congruent to P&(r, s) modulo Z$ and both are
congruent to P(r, s) modulo 12Z$.
v The key Theorem 2.1 of [So2] is now easily adapted to give a pair
of rather natural analogues in the case 4=Z2, which we can write together
as
P\(r0 , r1)+P\(r1 , r2)+P\(r2 , r0)
=&W \(r0 , r1 , r2) $ \(r0 , r1 , r2) # P+(Q2)3,
where W+ and W& now represent integer-valued winding numbers for the
triple of rays (r0 , r1 , r2), and differ from the original ‘‘W’’ only when the
triple is ‘‘critical’’ in the terminology of [So2]. Geometrically, W+ (resp.
W&) represents the number of anticlockwise turns of the closed path
(r0  r1  r2  r0) around the origin, where any segments which would
otherwise pass through the origin are rerouted around it by means of a
small semicircle in the anticlockwise (resp. clockwise) direction.
v For A # GL2(Q) we have (cf. Example 1)
P\(Ar, As) :={A } P
\(r, s)
A } P(r, s)
if det A>0,
if det A<0.
v For each ray r # P+(Q2) we define cochains 8+r and 8
&
r on GL2(Q)
with values in D(R((z))hd) by sending A to P+(r, Ar) and P&(r, Ar)
respectively. Reducing the values of either 8+r or 8
&
r modulo Z$ one
obtains the same new 1-cocycle 8 r lying in Z1(GL2(Q), D(R((z))hd)Z$));
moreover different rays give cohomologous cocycles.
v 8 r ‘‘lifts’’ 8 r although, of course, only the 0th homogeneous
component 8 r, 0 really differs. The latter is no longer a parabolic cocycle,
however, nor does it factor through PGL2(Q) since 8 r, 0(&I)# 12$ (mod Z$)
v Replacing 9 by 9 \ :=8
\
+g
0 in Theorem 4.1, the formula
(25) still holds for 9 + (resp. for 9
&
) when c{0, and in formula (24), we
need only subtract (resp. add) 12 $(x) in the case c=0, a<0.
v Reducing either 9 +, 0 or 9
&
, 0 modulo Z$ one obtains the same
new cocycle 9 , 0 in Z1(GL2(Q), D((RZ)2, R)Z$) which lifts 9 , 0 . In an
obvious notation, the cocycle S *(Res 9 , 0) in Z1(GL2(Q), RZ) restricts
to a homomorphism  , 0 : SL2(Z)  RZ.
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Of course, the explicit formulae for 9 \ lead to ones for  , 0 just as for
 , 0 . Using them, we can check on generators that this time we have
 , 0 #(12?i) log \ mod Z whereupon these formulae also yield explicit
expressions for the homomorphism \ in terms of the Dedekind sums S1, 1 .
These are not really new, of course, since it is well known that the transfor-
mation law for the ’-function can also be written in terms of such sums, see
[La1, Ch. IX].
4.2. The Deformations ( (v) and Their d-Smoothings
Despite Theorem 4.1 and its corollaries, we shall see in the next section
that the cochain 9 and its associated cocycles still suffer from a certain
‘‘defect’’ when viewed p-adically (see Remark 7). For this reason we now
introduce another family of variants of 8 .
Definition 4.3. For any v # RZ we define a map h(v) # C((RZ)2,
R((z))hd) by declaring h(v)(x) to be p(v; z1) p(x2 ; z2) for each
x=( x1x2) # (RZ)
2, and a 1-cochain ( (v) :=Res 8+h
(v) in # C1(GL2(Z),
C(R((z))hd)).
Note that unlike g0, the map h(v) is not a distribution. This is why ( (v)
can only be considered as a cochain on GL2(Z) rather than on GL2(Q).
The next lemma shows that ( (v) nevertheless shares one crucial property
with 9 .
Lemma 4.2. Let x(1) and x (2) be any two elements of (RZ)2. Then for
any v # RZ
(i) the difference (h(v)& g0)(x (1))&(h(v)& g0)(x(2)) is a real power
series whose coefficients are rational whenever v lies in QZ and x(1), x(2) in
(QZ)2;
(ii) the same is true of the difference ( (v) (A)(x
(1))&( (v) (A)(x
(2)) for
any A # GL2(Z).
Proof. We have (h(v)& g0)(x (i))=q(v; z1) p(x (i)2 ; z2)+
1
z1z2
for i=1, 2 so
that the expression given in part (i) equals q(v; z1)(p(x (1)2 ; z2)&p(x
(2)
2 ; z2))
which is clearly a real power series and has rational coefficients whenever
v, x (1)2 and x
(2)
2 lie in QZ. As for part (ii), Corollary 4.2 implies that it holds
with if 9 in place of ( (v) so by linearity it suffices to prove it with (
(v)

replaced by ( (v) &9=(h
(v)& g0). This follows easily from part (i). K
We now introduce some operators whose definition is inspired by a
‘‘smoothing’’ technique that is often employed in one guise or another in
the construction of p-adic L- and ‘-functions over Q (see for example
[La2, Ch. 4]).
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Definition 4.4. For each integer d # Z"[0] we define a map Sd from
C((RZ)2, R((z))hd) to itself by
(Sd g)(x)= :
dy=x
y # (RZ)2
(g(y)& g(x)) \g # C(R((z))hd), x # (RZ)2
=d&1 C (d } g)(x)&d 2g(x). (30)
Lemma 4.3. (i) Sd is a linear operator which commutes with the action
of GL2(Q) & M2(Z) and with taking homogeneous parts of any given degree.
(ii) If g is a distribution then (Sd g)(x)=d&1 C g(x)&d 2g(x), that is,
(Sd g)w=(d &w&d 2) gw in each homogeneous degree w. In particular, Sd
maps D((RZ)2, R((z))hd) into itself and commutes with the GL2(Q)-action.
(iii) (Sdh(v))(x)=( 10
0
d)
&1 C |d | h (v)(x)&d 2h(v)(x).
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follows easily from the second formula for Sd
and part (iii) from an easy calculation of d } h(v) using the distribution
relation (19) for h=p and r=d. K
Part (i) of the above lemma means that the linear map S*d from
C1(GL2(Z), C(R((z))hd)) to itself (defined by S*d : 8 [ Sd b 8) sends cocycles
into cocycles and coboundaries into coboundaries. Part (i) of the next
lemma tells us that the effect of applying S*d to (
(v)
 is to ‘‘smooth’’ it, i.e.,
to ‘‘remove’’ the denominators or ‘‘poles’’ from the quotients of power-
series appearing in its values.
Lemma 4.4. (i) S*d (
(v)
 lies in C
1(GL2(Z), C((RZ)2, R[[z]])) for all
d # Z"[0] and v # RZ. Furthermore, if v lies in QZ and x in (QZ)2, then
S*d(
(v)
 (A)(x) lies in Q[[z]] for every A # GL2(Z).
(ii) S*d(
(v)
, w=(d
&w&d 2) Res 8, w+(Sd h (v)w ) for all w # Z.
Proof. We have S*d((v) (A)(x)=y # (RZ)2, dy=x ((
(v)
 (A)(y)&(
(v)
 (A)(x)),
so the first part of the Lemma follows from Lemma 4.2 part (ii). The second
part is a consequence of Lemma 4.3 part (ii) and the definition of ( (v) . K
The analogue of Corollary 4.3 for ( (v) is
Corollary 4.4. Adopting the notations and hypotheses of Theorem 2.1,
we have, for all v # RZ, d # Z"[0] and m # N
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(d &2m&d 2) ‘K (&m, c)
=V (m)K (S*d(
(v)
, 2m , c)
=
sgn(’2&’1)(NJ)m
[Em : (’)] \
2
z1 z2+
m
} z=0 (0B C S*d( (v) (HB )(xB )). (31)
Proof. Theorem 2.1 part (i) and Lemma 4.4 part (ii) give
V (m)K (S*d(
(v)
, 2m , c)=V
(m)
K ((d
&2m&d 2) Res 8, 2m , c)
and the first equality in (31) follows from Corollary 2.4 (see the comments
after Corollary 4.3 concerning the case m=0, m0=O). The second equality
follows from Lemma 4.4 part (i) and Lemma 2.1, parts (iii) and (iv). K
5. THE P-ADIC INTERPOLATION OF COCYCLES
5.1. Framing the Interpolation Problem
Throughout this section we shall fix a rational prime number which we
denote p (not to be confused with the 1-dimensional distribution ‘‘p’’ of
Section 4). Let Cp denote the completion of an algebraic closure of the p-
adic rationals Qp , equipped with the p-adic absolute value | } | p normalized
so that | p|p= p&1. For any r # N, a measure on Zrp is, for the purposes of
this paper, a Cp -valued, bounded linear functional on the Cp -Banach
algebra Cont(Zrp , Cp) which in turn consists of the continuous, Cp -valued
functions on Zrp under the (ultrametric) uniform norm & }&. (Thus & f &
denotes supt # Zrp | f (t)|p , which is finite, since Z
r
p is compact.) The bounded-
ness of such a measure + means simply that the quantity &+& :=supf{0
( |+( f )|p & f &) is finite. Thus & }&: + [ &+& also defines an ultrametric norm
under which the set Meas(Zrp , Cp) of all such measures acquires the struc-
ture of a Cp -Banach space. We shall usually employ a more suggestive
notation such as  t # Zrp f (t) d+ or just  f d+ in place of +( f ). The algebra
structure of Cont(Zrp , Cp) induces a Cont(Z
r
p , Cp)-module structure on
Meas(Zrp , Cp), namely, for g in the former and + in the latter, the measure
g+ is defined by  f d(g+) := fg d+ for any f # Cont(Zrp , Cp). Thus &g+&
&g& &+&. In the particular case where g is the characteristic function /S(t)
of an open and closed subset S of Zrp , we shall frequently use the special
notation  t # S f (t) d+ to denote the image of f # Cont(Z
r
p , Cp) under the
measure /S+, and refer to the latter measure as the ‘‘restriction of + to S ’’
(extended by zero).
For any w0 the function Bw : (P, Q) [ Q(z1 , z2)| z=0 P for P, Q
elements of Q[z]w clearly defines a Q-bilinear form on this space. One has
Bw(z i1z
w&i
2 , z
j
1 z
w& j
2 )=i!(w&i)! $ ij (Kronecker’s delta) for all 0i, jw.
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This implies that Bw is positive definite and symmetric and so extends
linearly to non-degenerate, symmetric forms on R[z]w and on Cp[z]w ,
each still defined by the same formula. To explain what we mean here by
p-adic interpolation by a measure + # Meas(Zrp , Cp), we shall assume that
r=2 and suppose given a sequence [Pw]w0 of polynomials with Pw # Cp[z]w
for each w. This defines a sequence of Cp-linear forms (Q [ Bw(Pw , Q)) #
(Cp[z]w)*, one for each w0. On the other hand, any polynomial Q # Cp[z]w
is uniquely determined by its associated polynomial function on Z2p ,
t=( t1t2) [ Q(
t t), which is clearly continuous, so that for any measure + #
Meas(Z2p , Cp), we obtain the sequence of linear forms (Q [ t # Z2p Q(
tt) d+)
# (Cp[z]w)*, one for each w0. We shall say that + ( p-adically)
interpolates the sequence [Pw]w0 if these two sequence of linear forms
coincide, that is, if and only if
Q \ z1 ,

z2+} z=0 Pw =Bw(Pw , Q)
=|
t # Z2p
Q( t t) d+ # Cp \Q # Cp[z]w , \w=0, 1, 2, ....
(32)
(Of course, one only needs to check this for all Q in a Cp -basis for Cp[z]w ,
for each w.) We shall see in the next subsection that this interpolation con-
dition can be rephrased very naturally by using the power-seriesmeasure
correspondence. Note for the present that the homogeneous polynomials Q
of all degrees span a dense subset of Cont(Z2p , Cp) under the & }&-norm,
namely the set of all polynomial functions. Hence the problem of inter-
polating a given sequence [Pw]w has a unique solution if it has any at all.
We now explain the roles played by various matrix actions. The elements
of Zrp are considered as columns vectors, so there is a natural left action of
Mr(Zp) on this set inducing a right action on Cont(Z
r
p , Cp): We define
f | A: t [ f (At) for all f # Cont(Z2p , Cp) and A # Mr(Zp). This in turn
induces a left action on Meas(Zrp , Cp) that we denote ‘‘V’’:  f d(A V +) :=
 f | A d+. Clearly, for A # Mr(Zp) one has & f | A&& f & and so &A V +&
&+&. For A in GLr(Zp) these inequalities become equalities, as one sees on
replacing A by A&1, f by f | A and + by A V +. On the other hand, for r=2,
we have the left C-action of GL2(Q) on Cp[z]w for each w and one checks
easily that
Bw(A C P, Q)=Bw(P, tA C Q). (33)
It follows from the definition (32) of p-adic interpolation that if + inter-
polates the sequence [Pw]w and A lies in SL2(Z), then A V + is the unique
measure interpolating the sequence [A C Pw]w . This observation leads
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naturally to the idea of interpolating cochains and cocycles: let 1 be a
subgroup of SL2(Z) (usually of finite index) and [,w]w0 a sequence of
1-cochains ,w # C1(1, Cp[z]w). Then we say that a cochain M # C1(1,
Meas(Z2p , Cp)) ( p-adically) interpolates the sequence [,w]w0 if and only if
M(A) interpolates the sequence [,w(A)]w0 in the sense of (32), for all
A # 1. It follows easily from what has just been said that if each ,w is a
1-cocycle for 1 (w.r.t. the C-action), then so will M be (w.r.t. the V-action).
Conversely, if M and the ,w are already known to be cocycles then the
interpolation condition (32) need only be checked for +=M(A) and [Pw=
,w(A)]w where A runs through a set of generators of 1.
Remark 7. Sequences [,w]w0 of 1-cocycles with values in R[z]w on
a group 1/SL2(Z) can be obtained by applying the EichlerShimura
isomorphism to sequences [ fw]w0 of cusp forms ( fw of weight w+2) for
1 (see Remark 3 part (iv)). Under certain conditions one can ‘‘normalize’’
these cocycles to make ,w lie in Z1(1, Q[z]w) for all w and then pose the
interpolation question. It would be interesting to know what relation,
if any, this question bears to the various notions of p-adic modular
forms.
It is worth noting the relation between Bw and the SL2(Q)-invariant
bilinear form on Q[z]w (unique up to a scalar) which one sometimes
comes across in a ‘‘modular’’ context (e.g., [La1, Ch. VI]). We define
[P, Q]w :=(1w !) Bw(P, S C Q), where S=( 01
&1
0 ), as before. The alter-
native characterization [P, | z1:1
z2
:2
| w]w=P(:1 , :2) \:1 , :2 # Q can be
checked on the basis elements P=z i1z
(w&i)
2 . The SL2(Q)-invariance of
[ } , } ]w (namely, [A C P, A C Q]w=[P, Q]w \A # SL2(Q)) follows easily
from this or from (33) and the definition, using S&1AS=SAS&1= tA&1
for A in SL2(Q). Similarly, (33) and the symmetry of Bw imply that
[P, Q]w=(&1)w [Q, P]w .
5.2. Statement of Results
Let v and d be elements of RZ and Z"[0] respectively. Lemma 4.4
part (i) implies that the cochain S*d(
(v)
, w lies in C
1(GL2(Z), C((RZ)2,
R[z]w)) for each w0 and is zero if w<0. For any x # (QZ)2 and
1/SL2(Z) fixing x, we can apply the map S 1x, w of Section 3 to obtain a
1-cochain on 1 sending A to S*d( (v), w(A)(x) which actually lies in Q[z]w
if v # QZ. For such x, v, d and 1 we can therefore consider S 1x, w(S*d(
(v)
, w)
to be a 1-cochain on 1 with values in Cp[z]w for each w0. (Of course,
it is actually a cocycle if x{0 or w>0.) Our first result concerns the inter-
polation of this sequence of cochains when p does not divide the additive
order of x as an element of (QZ)2. This means that x lies in (Z( p) Z)2
where Z( p) is the localization of Z at its prime ideal ( p)= pZ.
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose that x lies in (Z( p) Z)2, that v # Z( p) Z and that
p |3 d. Then, for each 1/1x the sequence of cochains [S 1x, w(S*d (
(v)
, w)]w0
can be p-adically interpolated by a (unique) cochain Mx, v, d # C1(1, Meas(Z2p ,
Cp)) such that &Mx, v, d (A)&|14|p for all A # 1 (|12| p if v{0).
Remark 8. If x is non-zero, it follows that Mx, v, d must be a cocycle,
but the proof of (an equivalent form of) Theorem 5.1 in Subsection 5.3
ignores the cocycle viewpoint. Instead, it establishes separately for each
A # 1 that the sequence [S 1x, w(S*d(
(v)
, w)(A)]w0 of polynomials with
rational coefficients is p-adically interpolable. Incidentally, under the corre-
spondence of the next subsection, the rationality condition for the coef-
ficients can be shown to be equivalent to the statement that t # S 1 dMx, v, d (A)
lies in Q for every compact open subset S of Z2p . This implies in particular
that  f dMx, v, d (A) lies in Qp whenever f takes values in the latter field.
If x # (QZ)2 ‘‘has p in the denominator’’ (i.e., if x  (Z( p) Z)2 so, in par-
ticular, x{0) then the cocycles S 1x, w(S*d(
(v)
, w) are not in general p-adically
interpolable. However, our second result implies, roughly speaking, that
they become so after ‘‘rescaling’’ by suitable powers of p, provided that v
and d satisfy certain necessary extra conditions. It shows in addition that
the interpolating measures in this case can be obtained by a simple ‘‘restric-
tion’’ procedure from those already occurring in Theorem 5.1. Any x #
(QZ)2 lies in ( p&n Z( p) Z)2 for all sufficiently large n and for any such n
we shall write # (x, n) for the image of x under the composite map
( p&nZ( p) Z)2 ww
pn( } ) (Z( p) pn Z)2  (Zp pn Zp)2.
Theorem 5.2. Let x be an element of ( p&nZ( p) Z)2 for some n0
and suppose that d # Z is congruent to 1 modulo pn (or prime to p, if n=0)
and that v # p&nZ( p) Z has the same p-part as x1 , i.e. that # ((v, x2), n)=
# (x, n). Then, for any subgroup 1/1x , the sequence of cochains
[ pnwS 1x, w(S*d(
(v)
, w)]w0 can be p-adically interpolated by a (unique)
cochain Mx, v, d, n # C1(1, Meas(Z2p , Cp)). Moreover, for each A in 1 (hence
in 1pnx), the measure Mx, v, d, n(A) is just the restriction /# (x, n) Mpnx, pnv, d (A)
of the measure Mpnx, p nv, d (A) to the coset # (x, n)/Z2p .
This theorem will be proven in an equivalent form in Subsection 5.4. It
of course implies that &Mx, v, d, n(A)&&Mpnx, pnv, d (A)& so that one can use
the explicit bounds of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 9. Notice that the conditions of the theorem do not require
that pn be the precise power of p dividing the denominator of x. It is, for
example, possible to take x in (Z( p) Z)2 and still to choose n>0 in
Theorem 5.2. Then v must lie in Z( p) Z and comparing the result with
that of Theorem 5.1 applied to the same x, v, and d, it follows that, for
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any n0 such that d#1 mod pn, the relation  t # Z2p f ( p
nt) dMx, v, d (A)=
t # p nZ2p f (t) dMpn x, pnv, d (A) must hold for all A in 1x and for all
f # Cont(Z2p , Cp) (since it holds for f a homogeneous polynomial function
of any degree). This relation can also be written
pn V Mx, v, d (A)=/p nZ 2pMpnx, p nv, d (A) \A # 1x (34)
and going one stage further one can even choose n such that pnx=x and
pnv=v, in which case Eq. (34) amounts to a curious ‘‘self-similarity’’
property of the measure Mx, v, d (A) under dilation by pn. All this will be
reinterpreted in terms of the so-called ‘‘regularity’’ of certain power-series-
valued distributions in Subsection 5.4.
5.3. The Power-SeriesMeasure Correspondence and the Proof of
Theorem 5.1.
For any r=1, 2, 3, ... we write A(X

)=A(X1 , ..., Xr) for the Cp -vector
subspace of Cp[[X1 , ..., Xr]] consisting of those power-series whose coef-
ficients are ( p-adically) bounded. We make this into a Cp -Banach space by
taking the norm of a power-series F # A(X

) to be the supremum of the
p-adic absolute values of its coefficients, and denote it &F& without fear
of confusion. The power-seriesmeasure correspondence is an isometric
(norm-preserving) isomorphism of Cp -Banach spaces between A(X

) and
Meas(Zrp , Cp). This correspondence is treated in detail in the case r=1
in [La2, Ch. 4]. (In fact, it is rather the restricted correspondence of
O-module O[[X

]] W [+: &+&1] that is treated, where O denotes the ring
of valuation integers [a # Cp : |a|p1]. But this comes to the same thing
on taking Cp -spans.) The correspondence for r>1 also seems to be well
known although it is hard to find a full and explicit treatment of it in the
literature in precisely this form. This is possibly a regrettable example of
‘‘folklore’’ passing directly into the repertoire of what is then conveniently
referred to as ‘‘classical’’ without every appearing in print. That being as it
may, the reader should not experience excessive difficulty in adapting
Lang’s treatment to higher dimensions (we only need the case r=2 here)
and the correspondence has in any case the following simple characteriza-
tion in all dimensions: A power-series F # A(X

) corresponds to a measure
+ # Meas(Zrp , Cp) if and only if
|
t # Zrp
(1+a1)t1 } } } (1+ar)tr d+=F(a1 , ..., ar)
\(a1 , ..., ar) # Crp s.t. |ai | p<1 \i. (35)
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Substituting
(1+ai)ti= :

mi=0
\ timi+ amii
(uniform convergence as a function of ti # Zp) and comparing coefficients,
we obtain the alternative characterization
|
t # Zrp \
t1
m1+ } } } \
tr
mr+ d+=coefficient of X m11 } } } X mrr in F
\(m1 , ..., mr) # Nr. (36)
Now let E denote the Cp -linear isomorphism of fraction fields from
Cp((X1 , ..., Xr)) to Cp((z1 , ..., zr)) which sends F(X

)G(X

) to F(ez1&1, ...,
ezr&1)G(ez1&1, ..., ezr&1). The following generalizes ‘‘Meas 6’’ of [La2].
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that the measure + # Meas(Zrp , Cp) corre-
sponds to the power series F # A(X

) by the above correspondence and let Q
be any r-variable polynomial over Cp . Then the measure Q(t1 , t2 , ..., tr) +
corresponds to Q((1+X1)(X1), ..., (1+Xr)(Xr)) F, where t= t(t1 ,
t2 , ..., tr) denotes the variable of integration over Z rp . Furthermore,
|
t # Zrp
Q(t1 , t2 , ..., tr) d+=Q \(1+X1) X1 , ..., (1+Xr)

Xr+}X

=0
F
=Q \ z1 , ...,

zr+} z=0 E(F ). (37)
Proof. By linearity and iteration, it suffices for the first statement to
show that ti+ corresponds to (1+Xi) FXi for each i=1, ..., r. But this
follows on replacing ‘‘d+’’ by ‘‘ti d+’’ in (36) and using the identity
ti \ t imi +=(mi+1) \
ti
mi+1++mi \
t i
mi+ .
The first equality in (37) follows, using (35) with ai=0 \i, and the second
follows from this by change of variable. K
For the rest of this paper we shall take r=2 so that A(X

)=A(X1 , X2),
t=( t1t2), etc. We can now reformulate the interpolation problem for sequences
of homogeneous polynomials in terms of the power-series that is their
formal sum.
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Corollary 5.1. A sequence [Pw]w0 of polynomials (with Pw #
Cp[z1 , z2]w \w) is p-adically interpolable if and only if the formal power-
series G :=E&1(w0 Pw)=w0 Pw(log(1+X1), log(1+X2)) lies in
A(X1 , X2). The interpolating measure is then the one associated to G by the
power-seriesmeasure correspondence.
Proof. According to Eq. (37), we can rewrite the condition that a
measure + interpolate [Pw]w0 in terms of the power-series F correspond-
ing to + as follows: Bw(Pw , Q)=Q(z1 , z2)| z=0 E(F ) for all Q #
Cp[z]w and for all w. Since the R.H.S clearly equals Bw(E(F )w , Q), this
condition is equivalent to F=G by the non-degeneracy of Bw . K
In cases where the polynomials Pw are a priori defined independently for
each homogeneous degree w (see Remark 7, for example) Corollary 5.1
provides a useful alternative formulation of the interpolation problem. But
if the Pw are actually defined as the homogeneous pieces of a power-series to
start with, then one obtains a considerably simpler (if less clearly motivated)
way of posing the problem. Thus Theorem 5.1 is obviously equivalent to
Theorem 5.1 (bis). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, the coef-
ficients of the power-series E&1(S*d( (v) (A)(x)) are bounded for every
A # 1x . More precisely, we have the bound &E&1(S*d ( (v) (A)(x))&|14| p
(|12|p if v{0). This power-series corresponds to the interpolating
measure Mx, v, d (A) of Theorem 5.1.
We only have to prove the given bounds, and for this we shall use the
fact that A lies in SL2(Z) but not that it fixes x. Since the coefficients of the
power-series S*d (
(v)
 (A)(x) are rational (Lemma 4.4(i)), so also are those of
E&1(S*d (
(v)
 (A)(x)) (cf. Remark 8). In order to bound these latter coef-
ficients as Theorem 5.1 (bis) requires, and hence prove in particular that
they lie in Z( p) for p{2, we proceed by a general method already employed
in [So1]. As in that paper we shall describe the method only in the
2-variable case (this is all that we need here) although the definitions,
statements and proofs go through easily for an arbitrary number of
variables. Note that the ring that we are here denoting ‘‘A(X1 , X2)’’ or
‘‘A(X

)’’ is denote ‘‘A1(X1 , X2)’’ in [So1] and that ‘‘& }&’’ is there denoted
‘‘& }&1 ’’.
Definition 5.1. An element F of A(X1 , X2) will be called quasihomo-
geneous of degree w # N if and only if it has the following two properties:
Fl=0 for l=0, 1, ..., w&1 and &Fw&=&F&{0. (Here F l denotes the l th
homogeneous part of F, as usual.) We write F(X1 , X2) for the fraction
field of A(X1 , X2) considered as a subfield of Cp((X1 , X2)) and F(X1 , X2)qhd
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for the subset of elements admitting a denominator that is quasi-
homogeneous of some degree.
A special case of Proposition 5.1 of [So1] is the following
Lemma 5.1. The norm & }& is multiplicative, i.e., &F1F2 &=&F1 & &F2& for
all F1 , F2 # A(X1 , X2).
Corollary 5.2. & }& extends to an ultrametric norm on F(X1 , X2) by
setting &F1F2 &=&F1&&F2 &.
Corollary 5.3. The quasihomogeneous elements of all degrees form a
multiplicatively closed subset of A(X1 , X2). Hence F(X1 , X2)qhd is an
A(X1 , X2)-subalgebra of F(X1 , X2).
The key to proving Theorem 5.1 (bis) is the
Lemma 5.2. F(X1 , X2)qhd & Cp[[X1 , X2]]=A(X1 , X2) in Cp((X1 , X2)).
Proof. One containment is clear. For the other, we suppose that F #
Cp[[X1 , X2]] lies in F(X1 , X2)qhd with quasihomogeneous denominator
G # A(X1 , X2). This means that GF lies in A(X1 , X2) and therefore so does
F by [So1, Lemma 5.4] (using a slightly different notation). K
For any matrix M=( ac
b
d) in M2(Cp) and any F # Cp[[X1 , X2]] we
write M V F for the power series obtained by formally substituting
(1+X1)a (1+X2)c&1 for X1 and (1+X1)b (1+X2)d&1 for X2 in F. It is
clear that ‘‘V’’ defines a left action of M2(Cp) on Cp[[X1 , X2]] which
restricts to an action of GL2(Cp) by Cp -algebra automorphisms. The latter
action therefore extends in the obvious way to Cp((X1 , X2)) and it is easy
to see that
ACE(FG)=sgn(det A) E(A V (FG))
for all A # GL2(Q) and FG # Cp((X1 , X2)). (38)
It was shown in [So1, Section 3.2] that this V-action further restricts to a
(non-strictly) norm-decreasing action of M2(Zp) on A(X1 , X2) so that
GL2(Zp) acts by isometries. It is easily seen (using (35) for example) that
this action corresponds precisely to the V-action of M2(Zp) on Meas(Z2p , Cp)
introduced above, hence the notation (and, by an alternative route, the
norm-decreasing property).
Lemma 5.3. If F # A(X1 , X2) is quasihomogeneous of degree w then so
is A V F for any A # GL2(Zp).
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Proof. The vanishing of the lth homogeneous component of F for
l=0, ..., w&1 clearly implies the same for A V F and also that (A V F )w=
(A V Fw)w . Hence &(A V F )w&&A V Fw&=&Fw&. Replacing F by A V F
and A by A&1 gives the reverse inequality, so that &(A V F )w&=&Fw &=
&F&=&A V F&, as required. K
Lemma 5.4. If u=( u1u2) is any element of (Z( p) Z)
2 and A lies in GL2(Z),
then
(i) E&1(P(Z2, u, , A)) lies in F(X1 , X2)qhd and has norm
|12|p ;
(ii) for all v in Z( p) Z, E&1(h(v)(u)) lies in F(X1 , X2)qhd and has
norm |14|p (|12| p if v{0); and
(iii) the same is true of E&1(( (v) (A)(u)).
Proof. For part (i) we note that E&1(P (Z2, u, , A)) can be written
(a (1+X1)a1 (1+X2)a2)X1(A V X1) where the sum in the numerator runs
over a finite set of a’s lying in u. Since the binomial coefficients ( ai ) are
p-integral for any a # Zp , the numerator lies in A(X1 , X2) and has norm
1. Also, since X1 is quasihomogeneous of norm 1, so is A V X1 and hence
also the denominator of E&1(P (Z2, u, , A)). The latter therefore lies in
F(X1 , X2)qhd and has norm 1. Exactly the same is true of E&1(P (Z2,
u, A, )) and taking the arithmetic mean gives (i). The proof of part (ii)
is similar but easier. The reader can fill in the details using the definition
of h(v)(u) as p(v; z1) and formula (20) for the function p(x, z). Part (iii)
follows from (i), (ii) and the equation E&1(( (v) (A)(u))=E
&1(P(Z2, u, ,
A))+A V sgn(det A) E&1(h(v)(A&1u))&E&1(h(v)(u)). (Of course, GL2(Z)
maps (Z( p) Z)2 into itself.) K
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (bis). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, the
last lemma implies that E&1(( (v) (A)(x)) lies in F(X1 , X2)
qhd and has norm
|14|p (|12|p if v{0). Since d is prime to p, the same must apply to
E&1(( (v) (A)(y)) for any y # (QZ)
2 such that dy=x and so also to
E&1(S*d (
(v)
 (A)(X)) because of the first expression for Sd in Eq. (30) and
the ultrametricity of & }& on F(X1 , X2). The Theorem now follows from
Lemma 5.2. K
Remark 10. Replacing ( (v) by 9 , Corollary 4.2 would imply that
E&1(S*d 9(A)(x)) is a rational power-series but it does not lie in
F(X1 , X2), let alone in F(X1 , X2)qhd, essentially because E&1(Sd (g0)(x))
does not, even for x # (Z( p) Z)2. This is why we introduced the cochain ( (v)
even though it is not distribution-valued. A more aesthetically appealing
solution would be to find a distribution g such that E&1(S*d (8+g)(A)
(x)) is both a power-series and lies in F(X1 , X2)qhd whenever x # (Z( p) Z)2
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and p |% d. This would require that (8+g)(A)(x)w be a polynomial for
all w{&2 (by Lemma 4.3 part (ii)) and probably also that E&1(Sd (g)(x))
lie in F(X1 , X2)qhd. The author has not been able to find such a g.
5.4. Regular Distributions and the Proof of Theorem 5.2.
We shall first recast and then prove Theorem 5.2 in terms of power series
just as we did for Theorem 5.1. This will involve a certain amount of
general theory which we shall treat only in the 2-variable case (r=2)
although one could generalize it without difficulty to other r. Let Wp n
denote the group of pnth roots of unity in C_p and write Wp for 

n=1Wpn .
We can make W 2p act on A(X1 , X2) by means of the multiplicative formal
group Gm : We define (‘

vF )(X1 , X2)=F(‘1(1+X1)&1, ‘2(1+X2)&1) for
all ‘

=(‘1 , ‘2) # W 2p and F # A(X

). This is indeed a left action by isometric
isomorphisms (see [So1, Sec. 3.2] in a slightly different notation) and so
extends naturally to F(X

) in such a way that
‘

v(A V F )=A V (‘

A vF ) (39)
for any matrix A # GL2(Zp), acting on the right on the group W 2p (consist-
ing of row vectors) in the obvious way. Any element #=( #1#2) of Z
2
p can be
considered as a C_p -valued character of W
2
p , sending ‘

to ‘#11 ‘
#2
2 , and its
restriction to W 2p n obviously depends only on the image of # in (Zp p
nZp)
2.
For any such # (n) # (Zppn Zp)2 we use the notation e# (n) for the idempotent
of the group ring Cp[W 2pn] associated to the corresponding character,
namely the formal sum e# (n) :=(1p2n) # # W 2p n (‘
# (n)1
1 ‘
# (n)2
2 )
&1 ‘

# Cp[W 2p n].
Extending the ‘‘ v ’’ action on F(X

) to Cp[W 2pn] by Cp -linearity, the map
F [ e# (n) vF is simply the projection of F(X

) onto its # (n)-isotypic compo-
nent for this action and (39) gives
e# (n) v(A V F )=A V (eA&1# (n) vF ) \A # GL2(Zp). (40)
The connection with measures on Z2p is provided by the following.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that F # A(X

) corresponds to the measure + on Z2p
and that # (n) is an element of (ZppnZp)2 for some n # N. Then e# (n) vF #
A(X

) corresponds to the measure /# (n)+, namely the ‘‘restriction’’ of + to
# (n)/Z2p (extended by zero).
Proof. Equation (35) shows that for any ‘

# W 2p , the measure
‘t1
1
‘ t2
2
+ (for t # Z2p) corresponds to the power-series ‘

vF. Consequently
the power-series e# (n) vF must correspond to the measure ((1p2n)
‘

# W2p n
(‘ t1&# (n)11 ‘
t2&# (n)2
2
))+=/# (n)(t)+. K
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Theorem 5.2 concerns the interpolation of a sequence of homogeneous poly-
nomials of the form [ pnwS*d( (v), w(A)(x)]w0 and so, by Corollary 5.1, it is
equivalent to a statement about the power-series E&1(pn C S*d(
(v)
, w(A)(x))
which will correspond to the measure Mx, v, d, n(A). To be more precise,
taking Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.1 (bis) into account, we can reformulate
Theorem 5.2 succinctly as
Theorem 5.2 (bis). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2,
pn V E&1(S*d(
(v)
 (A)(x))=e# (x, n) vE
&1(S*d(
( p nv)
 (A)( p
nx)) \A # 1x
(41)
Note that the R.H.S., and hence the L.H.S., of (41) makes sense as an
element of A(X

) by Theorem 5.1 (bis). We shall derive this equation by
introducing a notion of ‘‘regularity’’ for distributions:
Definition 5.2. A distribution g # D((QZ)2, Cp((z))) will be called
regular with respect to p (or just regular) if and only if, for each x # (QZ)2
and n # N such that x # ( p&nZ( p) Z)2, the element E&1(pn C g(x))=
pn V E&1(g(x)) of Cp((X

)) actually lies in F(X

) and is # (x, n)-isotypic for
the action of W 2pn .
There are two ‘‘canonical’’ examples of distributions in D((QZ)2,
Q((z))hd) which are regular with respect to every prime number.
Lemma 5.6. (i) The restriction to (QZ)2 of the distribution p_p lies
in the space D((QZ)2, Q((z))hd) and is regular with respect to every prime.
(ii) The same is true of the restriction to (QZ)2 of P(r, s) for any
r, s # P+(Q2).
Proof. We shall only prove part (ii) (for the given prime p). The proof
of (i) is very similar. We have already remarked that P(r, s)(x) lies in
Q((z))hd for any x # (QZ)2, and if x # ( p&nZ( p) Z)2 then E&1(pn C P(r, s)(x))
=E&1(pn C P(Z2, r, s, x)) is clearly a finite, Q-linear combination of terms
of the form
(1+X1) p
na1 (1+X2) p
na2
(1&(1+X1) p
nr1 (1+X2) p
nr2)(1&(1+X1) p
ns1 (1+X2) p
ns2)
,
where r1 , r2 , s1 and s2 lie in Z and the vector (
a1
a2
) lies in x/Q2. All the
exponents therefore lie in Z( p) /Zp , from which it follows that the fraction
lies in F(X

) and so must E&1(pn C P(r, s)(x)). Moreover, since the vector
( p
na1
pna2
) lies in # (x, n)/Z2p , the numerator is obviously # (x, n)-isotypic for the
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action of W 2pn while the denominator is W
2
pn -invariant. The fraction is
therefore # (x, n)-isotypic and so must E&1(pn C P(r, s)(x)) be. K
Lemma 5.7. A distribution g # D((QZ)2, Cp((z))) is regular if, and only
if, given any x # (QZ)2 and n # N such that x # ( p&n Z( p) Z)2, we have
E&1(g( pnx)) # F(X

) and
pn V E&1(g(x))=e# (x, n) vE&1(g( pnx)). (42)
Proof. Applying E&1 to the distribution relation for pn and pnx, we find
that
:
pny= pnx
y # (QZ)2
pn V E&1(g(y))=E&1(g( pnx)). (43)
Now suppose that g is regular and that x lies in ( p&nZ ( p) Z)2. Then each
‘‘y’’ on the L.H.S. also lies in ( p&nZ( p) Z)2, so pn V E&1(g(y)) is a # (y, n)-
isotypic element of F(X

) for the action of W2pn . Therefore E
&1(g( pnx))
also lies in F(X

) and the orthogonality relations for characters show that,
on applying ‘‘e# (x, n) v ’’ to (43), all the terms on the L.H.S. vanish except
those corresponding to y such that # (y, n)=# (x, n), which are unchanged.
But it is easy to see that this last condition on y, together with pny= pn x,
implies that y=x, so we obtain (43). The converse implication is immediate.
K
Remark 11. The Lemma implies in particular that a distribution g which
is regular with respect to p is determined by the elements Fx$ :=E&1(g(x$))
# F(X

) (and hence by the g(x$)’s) as x$ runs through the set (Z( p) Z)2. In
addition, Eq. (42) applied with x$ for x and n=1, shows that the following
condition must be satisfied by the family [Fx$]x$ :
Fx$((1+X1) p&1, (1+X2) p&1)
=
1
p2
:
‘1 , ‘2 # Wp n
Fpx$(‘1(1+X1)&1, ‘2(1+X2)&1) \x$ # (Z( p) Z)2.
(44)
Conversely, it can be shown that if h is any map from (Z( p) Z)2 to
E(F(X

))/Cp((z)) which satisfies the distribution relations for all r # Z
prime to p and such that the family [Fx$ :=E&1(h(x$))]x$ satisfies the con-
dition (44), then there exists a unique distribution g # D((QZ)2, Cp((z)))
which is regular with respect to p and whose restriction to (Z( p) Z)2 is h.
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Proof of Theorem 5.2 (bis). The definitions of ((v) and (
( pnv)
 together
with Lemma 4.3 part (ii) shows that the target equation (41) can be
represented as the sum of the two following equations (to be proven):
pn V [d&1 V E&1(8(A)(x))&|d | E&1(8(A)(x))]
=e# (x, n) v[d&1 V E&1(8(A)( pn x))&|d | E&1(8(A)( pnx))] (45)
and
pn V E&1(S*d h (v)(A)(x))=e# (x, n) vE&1(S*d h( p
nv)(A)( pnx)). (46)
Now, since d#1 mod pn by hypothesis, the operator d&1 V commutes with
e# (x, n) v , by (40), so Eq. (45) follows from Lemmas 5.6 part (ii) and 5.7,
since 8(A)=P(, A). As for Eq. (46), since A # SL2(Z) fixes x, it also
fixes both pnx # (Z( p) Z)2 and # (x, n) # Zp pnZp . So, using (40) again,
Eq. (46) can be rewritten as
A V pn V E&1(Sdh(v)(x))&pn V E&1(Sdh(v)(x))
=A V e# (x, n) vE&1(Sdh( p
nv)( pnx))&e# (x, n) vE&1(Sdh( p
nv)( pn x)).
(47)
So it only remains to prove the
Claim 5.1. pn V E&1(Sdh(v)(x))=e# (x, n) vE&1(Sdh( p
nv)( pnx)).
Now by Lemma 4.3 (iii) and (38), pn V E&1(Sdh(v)(x)) can be written
( 10
0
d)
&1 V dG&d 2G, where
G :=pn V E&1(h(v)(x))=pn V E&1((p_p)(v, x2))
=e# (x, n) vE&1((p_p)( pnv, pnx2))
=e# (x, n) vE&1(h( p
nv)( pn x))
since p_p is regular and # ((v, x2), n)=# (x, n). Furthermore, the operation
( 10
0
d)
&1 V commutes with e# (x, n) v since d#1 mod pn, so we obtain
pn V E&1(Sdh(v)(x))
=e# (x, n) vE&1 ( 10
0
d)
&1 C |d | h( p nv)( pnx)&d 2h( pnv)( pnx)
=e# (x, n) vE&1(Sdh( p
nv)( pnx)),
proving the Claim and hence the Theorem. K
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6. APPLICATION: A CONSTRUCTION OF P-ADIC
PARTIAL ZETA FUNCTIONS
In this final section we apply the results of the preceding one to construct
the p-adic partial ‘-functions over a real quadratic field K for the fixed
prime p. We first obtain an integral expression for the values [‘K (&m, c$)]m # N ,
in the case where c$ is a ray-class modulo a cycle m$ whose finite part is
prime to p. More precisely, we set m$=f$12 for an ideal f$ of O=Ok
with p |% Nf$ and we take c$ # Clm$(K). As in Theorem 2.1 we choose a frac-
tional ideal J of K and x$ # T(f$, J) such that c$ equals %m$, J (x$)=[x$; J]m$ ,
and also an ordered Z-basis B$=[{(1), {(2)] for f$J&1 and any unit
’ # Em$(K)"[1]. We define 0B$ , and HB$ as in Subsection 2.3, set x$B$ :=
0&1B$ (x$) as per usual, and define a quadratic form
QB$(Y (1), Y (2)) =QB$(J; Y (1), Y (2))
:=(NJ)({ (1)1 Y
(1)+{ (2)1 Y
(2))({ (1)2 Y
(1)+{ (2)2 Y
(2))
so that
QB$(a(1), a(2))=\(N f$)[f$J&1: ({(1)a(1)+{(2)a(2)) O]
for any (a(1), a(2)) # Z2"[(0, 0)].
(The sign is simply that of NKQ({(1)a(1)+{(2)a(2)).) It follows easily from
this last equation that QB$ has coefficients in (Nf$)Z and also that the
continuous function t [ QB$( tt) on Z2p is of norm precisely 1. For any
power series F (in Q[[z1 , z2]], say) an easy change of variables gives
(NJ)m \ 
2
z1 z2+
m
} z=0 0B$ C F=sgn(det 0B$) QB$ \

z1
,

z2+
m
} z=0 F2m
=sgn(det 0B$) B2m(F2m , QmB$) \m # N.
(48)
We apply this with F=S*d( (v$) (HB$)(x$B$) for v$ # Z( p) Z and d # Z, p |3 d.
Thus F2m can be written as S 1x$B$, 2m(S*d(
(v$)
, 2m)(HB$) where 1 could, for
example, be the whole of 1x$B$ , since HB$ lies in SL2(Z) and fixes x$B$ .
Furthermore, since x$ is annihilated by N f$, x$B$=0&1B$ (x$) must lie in
(Z( p) Z)2 and so, according to Theorem 5.1, the sequence [Fw]w0 is inter-
polated by the measure Mx$B$, v$, d (HB$) on Z
2
p . Therefore, combining
Eq. (48) with Corollary 4.4, we obtain
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Proposition 6.1. With the above notation and assumptions (amongst
others: c$ # Clm$(K), p |3 Nm$0 , ’ # Em$(K)"[1], p |3 d and v$ # Z( p) Z) we have
(d &2m&d 2) ‘K (&m, c$)
=
sgn((’2&’1) det 0B$)
[Em$ : (’)] |t # Z2p QB$(
t t)m d+ \m # N,
where + is the measure Mx$B$, v$, d (HB$).
Maintaining the above notations, we next consider the more general
situation of a class c # Clm (K) where the cycle m is of the form pn f$1 2
for some fixed n0. Without loss of generality, we assume that the image
of c under ?m, m$ is the class c$ chosen above. Under the hypotheses that ’
actually lies in Em (K)/Em$(K) and that d#1 mod pn we shall see that the
partial zeta-values [‘K (&m, c)]m0 can then still be represented as
integrals against the measure Mx$B$, v$, d (HB$). Note first of all that c, like c$,
must map to [J]+ # Cl+(K) and so can be written as %m, J (x) for some
x # T( pn f$, J). We can and shall choose x so that it is mapped to x$ by the
natural map from J&1pn f$J&1 to J &1f$J &1 which we denote \m, m$ . (To
see that this is possible, observe that \m, m$ maps T( pn f$, J) into T(f$, J)
and that for any initial choice of x, one already has %m$, J (\m, m$(x))=
?m, m$(%m, J (x))=c$=%m$, J (x$). Since the fibres of both %’s are precisely the
orbits of E+(K), it suffices to replace x if necessary by =x for some
= # E+(K). Incidentally, since x$ could be any class in T(f$, J) this shows
that \m, m$ maps T( pn f$, J) onto T(f$, J).) Because of the hypothesis on ’,
we can apply Corollary 4.4 once more to calculate (d &2m&d 2) ‘K (&m, c),
taking any v # QZ and B :=pnB$ as a base for pnf$J&1 so that HB =HB$
and pnxB =x$B$ . Since also 0B =pn0B$ , the resulting equation can be
combined with (48), taking F to be the power-series pn C S*d( (v) (HB$)(xB ).
This gives
(d &2m&d 2) ‘K (&m, c)
=
sgn((’2&’1) det 0B$)
[Em : (’)]
B2m( p2mnS 1xB, 2m(S*d(
(v)
, 2m)(HB$), Q
m
B$)
(49)
for all v # QZ, for all m # N. Here, 1 denotes 1xB /1x$B$ . We apply
Theorem 5.2 to evaluate the R.H.S: d is congruent to 1 modulo pn by
hypothesis and xB lies in ( p&nZ( p) Z)2. Since pn(xB )=0&1B$ (x), we can
write # (xB , n) as 0&1B$ (x)+ p
n Z2p . We choose for v the unique element of
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p&nZ( p) Z such that # ((v, xB, 2), n)=# (xB , n) and such that pnv is the ele-
ment v$ of Z( p) Z chosen above. (We are essentially specifying indepen-
dently the p- and the prime-to-p-parts of v.) The hypotheses of Theorem 5.2
are now satisfied with xB for x and we deduce from it and (49) the
following.
Proposition 6.2. Let c$, m$, f$, ’, x$, J, B$, d, v$ etc be as in Proposi-
tion 6.1 but assume that ’ and d satisfy the additional conditions
(i) ’ # Epnm$(K)"[1] (i.e. also HB$ #I mod pn) and
(ii) d#1 mod pn
for some n0. Set m= pnm$= pn f$12 and choose a class c # Clm (K)
mapping to c$ by ?m, m$ and, as above, x # T( pn f$, J) mapping to x$ by \m, m$ ,
such that c=[x; J]m . Then
(d &2m&d 2) ‘K (&m, c)
=
sgn((’2&’1) det 0B$)
[Em : (’)] |t # 0B$& 1(x)+ pnZ 2p
QB$( tt)m d+ \m # N, (50)
where + is the same measure Mx$B$, v$, d (HB$) as in Proposition 6.1.
Of course, this includes Proposition 6.1 as the case n=0, for which the
conditions (i) and (ii) are vacuously satisfied. For fixed d and ’ however,
they can clearly only hold for n0 less than some nmax . In [So1] we
investigated the effect of letting nmax tend to infinity in a different, though
related, context.
It is but a short step from Proposition 6.2 to the p-adic interpolation of
‘K (s, c): If n1 then the norm homomorphism on fractional ideals sends
I$p n f$ into Z_( p) and descends to a map Nn : Clm (K)  (Zp
n Z)_ that sends
[a]m to Na. In the notation of the preceding Proposition we have
Lemma 6.1. If n1 and t lies in 0&1B$ (x)+ p
n Z2p then QB$(
tt) lies in Z_p
and is congruent to Nn(c) modulo pn.
Proof. Choose an element a # x & K _+ . Then we have QB$(
t(0&1B$ (a)))=
(NJ) NKQ(a)=N(aJ)#Nn(c) modulo pn, since c=[x; J]m . But QB$( tt) is
constant modulo pn for t in 0&1B$ (x)+ p
nZ2p . K
We recall that for p odd (respectively for p=2), every element u of Z_p
decomposes uniquely as u=|(u)(u) such that |(u) lies in W$, the sub-
group of ( p&1)st (resp. square) roots of unity in Z_p and (u) lies in
1+qZp where q= p (resp. q=4). In particular, the map | factors through
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(ZpnZ)_, for any n1 (n2 for p=2) and so the preceding lemma
allows us to deduce that for any such n and for any t # 0&1B$ (x)+ p
n Z2p we
have
QB$( t t)=|(Nn(c))(QB$( tt)). (51)
This leads to
Theorem 6.1. Using the notations and under the hypotheses and condi-
tions of Proposition 6.2, but assuming that n1 (n2 if p=2), the function
of s given by
‘K, p(s, c) :=
sgn((’2&’1) det 0B$) |(Nn(c))&1
d 2[Em (K) : (’)]
(d 2(s&1)&1)&1
_|
t # 0
B$
& 1(x)+ p nZ 2p
(QB$( t t)) &s d+ (52)
is well-defined as a meromorphic function on D=[s # Cp : |s|p<qp&1( p&1)].
Furthermore, it ‘‘interpolates’’ the values ‘K (&m, c) in the sense that
‘K, p(&m, c)=|(Nn(c))&(m+1) ‘K (&m, c) \m # N. (53)
Proof. For any u # 1+qZp the function us has a power-series expansion
us=j=0 :j (u) s
j for s in D, the continuous functions : j (u) converging to
0 uniformly in u # 1+qZp as j  . Substituting u=(QB$( t t)) , the
integral on the R.H.S of (52) can therefore be carried out term by term to
give an analytic function of s on D. The condition on n ensures that d lies
in 1+qZp and the first statement follows. Equation (53) follows from
Proposition 6.2 and Eq. (51). K
The interpolation property (53) determines ‘K, p(s, c) uniquely as a
meromorphic function on D or as a continuous function on Zp"[1]. In
particular, it depends only on c and not on the choices of J, x$, B$, x, ’,
d and v$ used to defined the measure + and the R.H.S of (52). It is com-
monly known as the p-adic partial zeta-function attached to the ray-class c
and its only possible pole in D is a simple one at s=1 coming from the fac-
tor (d 2(s&1)&1)&1. Since Leopoldt’s conjecture is satisfied for the field K,
one knows that the p-adic Dedekind ‘-function ‘K, p(s) has a pole at s=1
and since it is also known that the p-adic L-functions for all non-principal
ray-class characters are analytic in D, it follows by character theory that
each ‘K, p(s, c) does indeed have a pole at s=1 and that its residue depends
on m but not on c. We mention also that the measure +, restricted to
0&1B$ (x)+ p
n Z2p , can be ‘‘pushed forward’’ to a ‘‘one-dimensional’’ measure
&, say, on (Nn(c))/Zp by means of the continuous map t [ (QB$( t t)).
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The very definition of the push-forward means that ‘K, p(s, c) can be
obtained by integrating t&s against &. This implies that the latter measure,
when multiplied by the first (constant) factor on the R.H.S. of (52) depends
only on c (and d ). This is in stark contrast to the (restriction of) the two-
dimensional measure + which depends on HB$ , v$, etc, and by more than
just a constant factor. It also follows (by standard techniques applied to &)
that the function ‘K, p(s, c) of s is an Iwasawa function (see, e.g., [Wa,
p. 246 and Theorem 12.4]).
Of course, not every cycle n for K is of the form pn f$1 2 for some f$
and n0. Nevertheless, Eq. (4) shows that if (i) n=12 and either
(ii) n0 is prime to p or (iii) n0 is divisible by all the primes dividing p in K,
then we can still find f$ and n so that, for each b # Cln (K), ‘K (s, b) is a sum
of functions ‘K (s, c) for various c # Clm (K) all having the same image c in
Clm$(K) (for m$=f$12 , m= pn f$12). Summing Eq. (50) for these
‘K (s, c) then yields a similar one for ‘K (s, b) with the integral on the right
now taken over a certain disjoint union of cosets modulo pn. When
qO12 divides n, this leads to a construction of the p-adic partial ‘-func-
tion ‘K, p(s, b) that is essentially identical to that of Theorem 6.1. On
summing against (not necessarily primitive) ray-class characters, one
obtains all the p-adic L-functions.
Finally, we note that Proposition 6.2 can also be used to bound the p-
adic absolute value of ‘K (&m, b) for any b # Cln (K) whenever n0 satisfies
condition (ii) or (iii) above: Reduce first to the case n=1 2 by
Eq. (4), then apply the generalization of (50) which we indicated in the last
paragraph, together with the bound on &+&. The best estimate will be
obtained by taking n minimal for a given n, taking ’ to be a generator of
Em (K) and choosing d (and v$) appropriately. We give no details since even
the best estimates obtained in this way are not as good as those resulting
from the congruences proven in [C-S2, Thm. 1] (later generalized in
[CN]), particularly if n0 is not prime to p.
7. APPENDIX: COMPARISON OF 9 WITH THE COCYCLES OF
STEVENS AND SCZECH
The main aim of this Appendix is to give a precise relation between the
original cocycles of [St] on the one hand, and, on the other, the cocycles
9$, 0 and 9, 0 (for even w>0 only) of Section 4. We also state a formula,
supplied by the referee, which relates 9 to the cocycles introduced later
in [Sc1].
Let GL+2 (Q) denote the subgroup of GL2(Q) consisting of the matrices
of positive determinant and let 9: GL+2 (Q)  K1 Z1 be the ‘‘universal 1-
cocycle’’ introduced in [St, 1.6(b)]. (Here K1 denotes the group of 1-chains
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on the Borel-Serre completion of the upper half-plane and Z1 its subgroup
of 1-cycles. Actually, Stevens defines 9 as a cocycle on GL2(Q), but there
appear to be problems with matrices of negative determinant). Let g be a
strictly positive, even integer. In Section 6 of [St], Stevens introduces a
module D(V, Sg(Q)) of ‘‘distributions’’ (in his sense) and a GL+2 (Q)-equiv-
ariant map from K1 Z1 into D(V, Sg(Q)) (see [St, 6.7], with W=Sg). In
fact, this map takes values in the submodule Dg(V, Sg(Q))/D(V, Sg(Q)),
consisting of those distributions which are, in Stevens’ sense, ‘‘homo-
geneous of degree g’’. Its composite with 9 therefore yields a 1-cocycle
8: GL+2 (Q)  Dg(V, Sg(Q)) which we shall denote 8St, g to avoid confusion.
In order to compare 8St, g with 9, g , it is necessary to understand the
module Dg(V, Sg(Q)) and its GL2(Q)-action. In fact, ‘‘V’’ denotes the
rational vector space Q2 and Sg(Q) is the space of homogeneous rational
polynomials of degree g in X and Y. As explained in [St, 3.8], the elements
of Dg(V, Sg(Q)) can be regarded as those maps + from VZ2 to Sg(Q)
which satisfy
+(u)=N g :
Nv=u
v # VZ2
+(v) \N # N"[0], \u # VZ2. (54)
(Compare the last equation on p. 902 of [St].) Note: we write VZ2 instead
of our usual notation (QZ)2 to emphasize that, following Stevens, the
elements of V and hence also of VZ2 etc are to be considered as row-vectors
rather than the column-vectors used elsewhere in the present paper. Now let
+ be any such map and let A be any matrix in GL2(Q) whose inverse has
integral entries. We define
A h +: V  Sg(Q)
u [ sgn(det(A)) det(A)&g :
vA & 1=u
v # VZ2
+(v)((X, Y) A).
It is easily checked that A h + also satisfies (54) and that if B is another
such matrix, then A h (B h +)=(AB) h +. The relation (54) in fact
amounts simply to A h +=+ for any A of form N&1 I, N # N"[0], so we
can extend the operator ‘‘h’’ to a left action of GL2(Q) on Dg(V, Sg(Q))
by defining A h + to be (N&1 A) h + for any A # GL2(Q) and N # N"[0]
such that NA&1 has integral entries.
Remark 12. The GL2(Q)-action on Dg(V, Sg(Q)) defined by Stevens is
obtained by combining the definitions in 3.7(a), (b), and (c) of [St] with
that of the GL2(Q)-action on Sg(Q) given in 6.4(a) (taking into account
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also Eq. (3.9) and the one preceding it). However, in order to get the
correct action, it is necessary to correct two errors in [St]. First, we must
replace the ‘‘#&1’’ by ‘‘#’’ in the last equation of 3.7(c). Moreover, we have
also replaced the factor |det(#)|&g2 in 6.4(a) by sgn(det(#)) det(#)&g.
Having made these modifications, the group of scalar matrices in GL2(Q)
acts trivially (as it must) on Dg(V, Sg(Q)) and indeed we arrive at the
h-action.
Now it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 9, w(A)(x) is a polynomial with
rational coefficients whenever x lies in (QZ)2 and w0. In other words,
for each w>0 and A # GL2(Q), 9, w(A) restricts to an element of
D((QZ)2, Q[z]w) in our notation. For g=w even and positive we can
compare the latter module of distributions with Stevens’ Dg(V, Sg(Q)) as
defined above.
Proposition 7.1. For each even g>0 there is a well-defined map *g
from D((QZ)2, Q[z]g) into Dg(V, Sg(Q)) sending f # D((QZ2), Q[z]g)
into
*g( f ) VZ2  Sg(Q)
(u1 , u2)+Z2 [ f \\&u2u1 ++Z2+} z1=X
z2=Y
.
Moreover *g commutes with the actions of GL2(Q) (by ‘‘ } ’’ and by ‘‘h’’ on
D and Dg respectively). It is injective with image precisely the set
[+ # Dg(V, Sg(Q)): +(&u)=+(u) \u # VZ2].
Proof. (Sketch) Comparing (54) with the distribution relations imposed
on an element f of D((QZ)2, Q[z]g) (see Subsection 2.3) shows that *g( f )
indeed lies in Dg(V, Sg(Q)). The characterization of the image follows from
our imposition of the latter relations for negative as well as positive r # Z"[0].
Since scalar matrices act trivially, it therefore suffices to check GL2(Q)-equiv-
ariance for matrices A such that A&1, hence also B :=det(A)&1 A, lies in
M2(Z). Then, to calculate *g(A } f )(u)=*g(B } f )(u), we write (
&u2
u1
)+Z2 as
S tu where S=( 01
&1
0 ) and use the relation
t(A&1) tS=S&1B. K
Now let ** denote the induced map 8 [ * b 8 from Z1(GL+2 (Q),
D((QZ)2, Q[z]g)) to Z1(GL+2 (Q), Dg(V, Sg(Q))). The main comparison
theorem between Stevens’ cocycle and ours can now be formulated.
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Theorem 7.1. Let g be a strictly positive, even integer and write 9 , g
for the element of Z1(GL+2 (Q), D((QZ)
2, Q[z]g)) obtained from 9, g by
restriction. Then we have the identity
8St, g=&g ! **9 , g . (55)
Proof. (Sketch) It is not hard to see that GL+2 (Q) is generated by S
and matrices of the form ( a0
b
d), a, b, d # Z, ad>0 and it clearly suffices to
check the equality of the cocycles on both sides of (55) when evaluated at
these generators. This is a straightforward computation using part (a) of
[St, Thm. 6.9] and our Theorem 4.1. K
Essentially the same analysis holds for g=0. In this case, Stevens defines
(in 5.7) a module D$(V, Q) of ‘‘punctured distributions’’ and in 5.8 a 1-
cocycle on GL2(Q) with values in D$(V, Q), which we shall restrict to
GL+2 (Q) as before and denote 8$St, 0 to avoid confusion. In order to com-
pare it with our cocycle 9$, 0 of Section 4, we first note that 8$St, 0 actually
takes values in D$0(V, Q), the submodule of those punctured distributions
that are ‘‘homogeneous of degree 0’’ in Stevens’ sense. Next, we define a
h-action of GL2(Q) on D$0(V, Q) as above, mutatis mutandis. (Since g=0,
this now coincides exactly with the action used by Stevens, at least when
restricted to GL+2 (Q).) There is a map *$0 from our module D$((QZ)
2, Q)
of punctured distributions into D$0(V, Q) which is similar to *g for g>0.
The analogue of Proposition 7.1 holds as does that of Theorem 7.1,
namely, in an analogous notation we find that 8$St, 0=&*$0*9 $, 0 in
Z1(GL+2 (Q), D$0(V, Q)). This equality can once again be proven by
evaluating on generators, this time using Proposition 5.10 of [St] in place
of Theorem 6.9(a).
Finally, I am grateful to the referee for supplying the following informa-
tion relating our 9, w with the ‘‘Bernoulli Cocycles 8’’ (which we denote
here 8Ber, w) defined by Sczech in [Sc1, p. 375] for w=k0: Let A be any
element of PGL2(Q), x any element of (RZ)2 and P any element of
C[z]w , then
8Ber, w(A )(P, x)=(&1)w&1 P \ z1 ,

z2+} z=0 9, w(A )(x)
=(&1)w&1 Bw(9, w(A )(x), P), (56)
where we have extended the bilinear form Bw of Section 5 to polynomials
with complex coefficients. Note: for w=0 and x=0, each member of
Eq. (56) is only defined modulo 12 Z and their equality is to be understood in
this sense. The first equality in (56) follows by direct calculation from our
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Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4 of [Sc1]. The statement of the latter theorem
must, however, first be corrected by replacing ‘‘B2+k(({$, Av) )’’ by
‘‘B2+k(( (A{)$, v) )’’.
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